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In recent years meta-heuristic optimization has gained popularity in industry as
well as academia due to increased computational resources and advances in the
algorithms employed. As it has become apparent that no single algorithm can
be declared the best in all cases, a rise in hybrid, or memetic algorithms that can
be designed on case by case basis can be observed. In this work memetic algo-
rithms are studied in depth in the context of Differential Evolution Algorithm
that is among the best modern generic optimization algorithms. A whole setting
of Memetic Differential Evolution methods is discovered and empirically vali-
dated with the inclusion of fitness diversity based co-ordination and stochastic
adaptation schemes.

This work also studies the industrial problem of real-time paper web defect
detection. This is a problem that is extremely constrained in time and as such
permits no complex runtime solution. Thus, the problem has been formulated
as an optimization problem utilizing a simple and efficient run-time model that
is tuned to precision with rather more complex methods before applying it in
the industrial field. The tools used for this are meta-heuristic optimization and
especially, memetic optimization.

Keywords: memetic computation, evolutionary algorithms, image processing, ma-
chine vision, gabor function , direct search, local search, paper, paper
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1 INTRODUCTION

Global Optimization is an ongoing challenge in the field of computational intelli-
gence. As a wide field of study, it has applications in almost all areas of industry,
ranging from simple control problems to finding best possible routes for space-
craft or design of most efficient and compact machinery possible.

In their simplest form, optimization problems are formed by a fitness func-
tion which maps a candidate solution to a performance score, such as an electrical
motors’ control system design into a number describing its reaction time under
change. The parameters may be either discrete or continuous and in classical
cases bounded by a hyper rectangular volume. Such problems have been solv-
able for long time. However, many real-world processes and even corresponding
mathematical models yield systems for which fitness function is not unimodal
or even a function but a noisy relationship between parameter values and pos-
sibly several goal values. Bounds are no longer nicely rectangular or very well
definable.

In the papers included in this thesis, various evolutionary methods are de-
signed in accordance with memetic computing philosophy and verified by ap-
plication to real world problems such as the low-level machine vision problem
and the electrical engine control problem and to several commonly known, but
artificial test cases. Of the two real world applications discussed in the included
papers, the machine vision problem is handled in more detail, as it is a contribu-
tion by the author. That problem arises from paper industry and quality control
and has to do with automatic detection of defects in paper web directly in paper
mills. Visual inspection is the only way of achieving 100% coverage at the mo-
ment, and this gives a rise to a very hard real-time problem, a problem that is due
to a massive amount of image data gathered from the paper.

Hard real-time constraints lead to systems that are by necessity rather sim-
ple and efficient instead of being highly sophisticated and intelligent. This leads
to our approach of using simple and generic vision model and tuning it for task
specific optimal performance. This idea leads back to the field of optimization:
if you can measure performance and adjust performance, an optimization algo-
rithm can be employed to automate this process beyond human means.
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1.1 Motivation

Optimization is a typical task for almost all industrial processes. Its sub-field
of global optimization using meta-heuristics is becoming more and more com-
monplace due to the advent of efficient computational systems. One field that
has risen in recent times is evolutionary computation or processes that perform
optimization by imitating the theory of evolution. Such methods usually main-
tain a population of candidate solutions that mutate, produce offspring, and die
according to the dynamics of the function that is being optimized.

However, these classical meta-heuristics are constantly being replaced by
more elaborate and/or efficient schemes. One of these is differential evolution
(DE) which, despite its relatively simple structure has proven its worth as a gen-
eral optimization method. It is commonly acknowledged that no single algorithm
will perform in all cases, providing a ”market” for algorithms that can be com-
posed by the algorithm designer for problem properties. This, in part, has worked
for the success of memetic algorithms that in essence are a class of hybridizations
between meta-heuristics and local search algorithms, allowing great flexibility for
the algorithm designer to compose his algorithm.

The themes in which memetic algorithms are studied here consist of ex-
amining the difficult problem of co-ordination of algorithmic components which
arises from hybridization and practical applications that benefit from these. In
this field the study of algorithmic coordination is advanced, and several new
algorithms are presented in order to investigate the space of successful meta-
heuristic designs.

1.2 Objectives

The objective of this work is to introduce several new algorithms for the meta-
heuristic optimization community. It is generally acknowledged that there is ”no
free lunch” [WMCJ97] in optimization, i.e., there is no single best algorithm for all
tasks. New methods in the field provide samples of the landscape of optimiza-
tion problems and algorithms. The algorithms in this work are expected to be
superseded by others in future but they hopefully have something to contribute
to future research of the subject.

The work is also bound to industrial machine vision processes, and the ob-
jective here is to both solve a single challenging problem and to point out a way of
solving a large class of problems by means of optimization and machine learning.
As per author’s vision there exists a large class of machine vision problems that
are both very task specific, non-generalizable and solvable by a rather simple en-
gineering effort of combining filtering and thresholding. The conjecture pursued
here is that this class of problems is essentially an optimization problem solvable
with known methods better than by a human operator in time that can be spent.
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1.3 Contribution of this thesis

The studies conducted display promising results in both sectors of optimization
and its applications. The application area can be considered solved in the in-
stance it was investigated on, but the remaining area of solving whole class of
convolution and thresholding problems remains open. The work dealing with
low-contrast wrinkle type defects has been met with success. As shown in nu-
merical results in the included papers the introduced method of defect detection
outperforms the classical methods applied to this problem ([PI],[PII],[PIII]).

In the field of optimization, progress has been made on adaptation schemes
by the introduction of stochastic fitness-diversity based adaptation in [PII, PVII,
PV] and [PIII] as well as by the increase in basic knowledge of proper hybridiza-
tion of DE. Several new algorithms, memetic differential evolution (MDE) in [PI],
and enhanced memetic differential evolution in [PII] using these concepts have
been developed and tested in both real-world applications and in sets of test prob-
lems. These algorithms have been found competitive against classical methods
as well as DE. Also, study comparing parameter setting vs. memetic frameworks
has been conducted in [PVI] and the numerical results show that although DE
is highly performing, it requires extensive parameter setting unlike the proposed
memetic algorithms which can operate automatically without any costly tuning.
As a concrete example, three new memetic algorithms have been introduced and
tested. They are summarized in Section 3.2

The resulting findings show that DE is well suited as a basic framework
for memetic purposes. Various basic local search methods have been evaluated
for their suitability to inclusion within the memetic framework and their perfor-
mances have been studied in different algorithmic scenarios.

1.4 Authors contribution

Publications presented in this thesis are the product of co-operation within a re-
search group composed of several authors. Before that co-operation which lead to
the publication of these articles the author’s main topic of research was (and still
remains) machine vision, leading to model formulations in machine vision prob-
lems presented in papers [PI]-[PIV]. The author’s work in papers [PV]-[PIX] be-
gun with implementation and experimentation and grew to full sharing of ideas.
The numerical experiments in the included papers have been executed solely by
the author. The main ideas originating from the author are the stochastic control
scheme and its expansions as well as modelling of the machine vision problem.

The most notable relationship to this thesis is [Ner07] which is a direct pre-
cursor of this work. The concept of fitness diversity in memetic algorithms is
studied in depth in that work and continued here. These two theses contain
three papers ([PI, PV, PIX])in common. Authors make the case of including these
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works in both theses due to their different contributions. In the case of article [PI]
the work is separated into two parts: machine vision and memetic computation.
In context of this thesis, this paper is fundamental in order to introduce memetic
differential evolution and also as an introduction to the vision problem which is
a contribution by the author.

Article [PV] is included in this thesis for the reason that it summarizes the
work on different fitness diversity measures in an external context to memetic dif-
ferential evolution, thus providing validation for the schemes used herein. As the
paper contains no new algorithms and by its nature makes comparisons through
empirical research, the contribution of the author is harder to state. In this case,
the author participated in elaborating the test set and actually implemented the
test framework.

Lastly, in [PIX] the idea of a completely stochastic control is due to the in-
tuition of the author, while the co-author dealt with the testing framework and
helped to derive conclusions from the resulting algorithm.

1.5 Structure

The rest of this thesis is roughly divided into four parts.
Chapter 2 details the background of optimization describing classical meta-

heuristics. Differential Evolution is given a special emphasis since it forms the
basis of all the algorithms introduced later. Also, in order to support conclu-
sions from a comparison to classical meta-heuristics, some modern optimization
algorithms are presented in detail. The second part concludes with the topic of
memetic algorithms and presents the methods designed by authors. The exact re-
sults obtained by these new methods as well as an analysis of their performance
are given in Chapter 5 of this work.

Chapter 3 focuses on the concept of Memetic Algorithms and the related
concepts of coordination and fitness diversity. That chapter also contains novel
algorithms presented in the thesis. The chapter concludes the part about opti-
mization.

Chapter 4 details machine vision processes in the scope applied here. The
machine vision part starts with a general overview of the topic and then focuses
on a low-level machine vision and especially on processes of convolution and
thresholding utilized in the included articles. The last part of the chapter gives
the author’s formulation of a defect detection process as an optimization process.

The thesis concludes with Chapters 5 detailing the results obtained in the
included articles as well as describing how the articles are interlinked to each
other and conclusions drawn from them in Chapter 6

Although valiant efforts have been undertaken by several reviewers as well
as by the authors, an errata of unfortunate mistakes in included articles is given
after the conclusions for this thesis.



2 GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION AND
META-HEURISTICS

2.1 Introduction

In order to clarify the goals let us introduce a general optimization problem in the
following form:

Minimize f (x)
subject to x ∈ D ⊂ Rn, (1)

where f is used to denote the real-valued fitness function and x the set of param-
eters to be optimized. D is commonly called a decision space or domain of the
problem, describing from which set of values the solution may be composed of.
Vectors drawn from this set are called candidate solutions. Independently, the
elements of these vectors are called design-variables.

The goal is to find the global optimum xglo, i.e., any such a point for which
f (xglo) ≤ f (x) for all x ∈ D. Also, to simplify matters further we assume that the
domain of the problem D is a hyper-rectangle. In practical cases, as observed be-
fore, the problem may contain more complex constraints of acceptable values of x
which are not considered here. Suitable ways of dealing with complex constraints
are surveyed in [Mic95, Coe02, RY05].

A traditional way of solving optimization problems of the form of (1) is by
gradient search, which remains an excellent way of solving differentiable and
convex problems within convex domains. In such cases a properly formulated
gradient-based method will yield the global minimum xglo [NW00, GMW82], but
these rather restrictive conditions often do not apply in real-world problems. In-
stead, they often are multi-modal and can only be solved via direct search meth-
ods. Due to increasing availability of computational resources it has become com-
monplace to study algorithms for problems of this nature.

In this work, the focus lies on direct search methods. The definition for
direct search used in this thesis comes from [Wri96]: Direct search uses only func-
tion values and does not intend to develop an approximate gradient. Within the
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class of direct search methods another rough categorization is used. First cate-
gory comprises of (direct) Local Search Algorithms (LSA) that are used to solve
the simplified problem of finding a local minimum of f called xloc. Here xloc de-
notes any point for which there exist a small positive δ so that f (xloc) ≤ f (x) for
all x ||x − xloc|| ≤ δ. Local search can benefit from several other characteristics
that may be attainable by limiting the search area. Such local patches of f can, in
some cases, be considered to have properties such as linearity, convexity, or other
attributes that f as a whole lacks but which are beneficial for the optimization
process. Local search methods are usually ’fast’ to converge to a local minimum
but of course, this usually is not the global minimum sought for.

Local search methods include direct search methods such as Nelder-Mead
algorithm (NMa) [NM65], Rosenbrock algorithm (RA) [Ros60], Hooke-Jeeves al-
gorithm (HJa) [HJ61] and Stochastic local search (SLS) [HS05] (for the adaptation
of SLS concept for real valued problems under inspection see included articles
[PI, PII]). All these methods are based on making changes to a candidate vector
in hopes of replacing it with a better one. These methods operate with a greedy
philosophy, accepting any change that improves upon the original solution (with
the exception of SLS). As per their nature, these methods find only local minimae.

The second category consists of so called global methods. In this context the
main interest lies in global meta-heuristics. Meta-heuristics contain high level
strategies for optimization that are often more inspired by some natural phe-
nomenon, such as evolution rather than by any mathematical properties of the
problem. As word meta-heuristics suggest, it is usual that many of these meth-
ods have no theoretical proof of convergence. Some proofs for convergence exist
(See for example, [Loc00, OLZW06]), but they are often considered only as a mi-
nor detail from the practical viewpoint. Such methods are instead empirically
evaluated and validated.

Sources of inspiration for such meta-strategies include evolution (yielding
evolution strategies and genetic algorithms) or mundane source like dynamics
of various swarming animals like flocking birds or ants searching for their suste-
nance (giving rise to particle swarm optimization and ant colony optimization).

As a general overview the term meta-heuristics can be seen to encompass
method-families such as genetic algorithms (GA) [Gol89], evolution strategies
(ES) [Rec73], particle swarm optimization (PSO) [EK95], ant colony optimiza-
tion (ACO) [DMC96, DC99] and simulated annealing (SA) [KGV83]. Other less
nature-inspired methods are differential evolution (DE) [SP95, SP97] and tabu
search (TS) [Glo89, Glo90]. In many cases such methods operate on a population
of possible solutions which is refined towards optima according to the heuris-
tic rules of each algorithm, making the term meta-heuristic often synonymous to
”population based”. In this work special focus is laid on evolutionary methods,
or meta-heuristics originating from the idea of theory of natural evolution, since
they lay also foundation for another class of meta-heuristics, namely memetic
algorithms (MAs) that form the core of this work.

The rest of the chapter will give descriptions of various direct search meth-
ods starting from simple methods applicable for local search and ending up with
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state-of-the-art methods published in recent years. Basic meta-heuristics such as
ES and SA are detailed in the form that they are used in this work disregarding
the hundreds of variants in existence. After these classical methods DE is studied
at depth. The chapter is concluded with the author’s work on memetic variants
of DE.

2.2 Notation

This section gives the basic notation for this chapter. To start with, f (x) denotes
the value of the fitness function at point x and Pi =

{
pi

1, pi
2 . . . pi

N
}

is the set
of active solution candidates at iteration i. In case of single solution methods,
such as local search by Hooke-Jeeves method, Pi contains only one candidate
Pi =

{
pi

1
}

. In some cases various trials that the algorithms make are explicitly
denoted as an ordered sequence T = t1, t2, . . . , tn.

A common notation for several basic operations is defined as follows. No-
tation gσ is used to denote a Gaussian distributed random variable and u an uni-
formly distributed one in the range [0, 1]. Notation un is used to describe situa-
tions where the generated random number is used more than once in the same
equation. Random vectors with uniform (in range [0, 1]) and Gaussian distri-
butions are denoted with û and ĝσ, dimension of vectors is equal to that of the
optimization problem. In this case σ is used as a shorthand to denote the stan-
dard deviation of the distribution related to the size of the fitness domain. The
standard deviations for each dimension are defined as σ times the width of that
dimension. Notation rank f

Pi
(pj) denotes the rank of an individual pj in genera-

tion Pi according to fitness f . Also arg minN
x∈P f (x) is used to denote the selection

of N smallest elements according to f from the set P. Pointwise multiplication of
vectors is denoted by a : b =< a1b1, a2b2, . . . aNbN >, and when necessary, the kth

element of vector a is noted as a[k].

2.3 Methods for Local Search in Continuous spaces

In this section the local search methods are described. They are detailed in their
basic version discarding the fact that as classical methods they have remarkable
number of variants and improvements. The versions here are the ones used in the
algorithms described in the included papers. For further details see the included
papers.

Hooke-Jeeves Algorithm (HJa) is a simple local search method. It belongs
to the class of pattern search methods with examine the fitness landscape around
a base point according to a pattern. If this pattern search yields a better point, the
algorithm continues in that direction until failure. After this the pattern search is
restarted at the new point. In case of failure in the pattern search the step size is
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decreased.
This kind of algorithm can be described in two parts: the pattern move

and the exploratory move. A basic pattern move can be read as follows. Let
A =

{
a1, a2 . . . aNp

}
be a set of vectors forming a pattern for a pattern move and

t0 = p0
1 a randomly initialized basepoint where the search begins. The sequence

of trials done by the algorithm is denoted by {tn}. A trial tn is successful if f (tn) <
f (tk) for all k < n. In that case the algorithm takes this step.

The sequence of trials taken reads as:

tn+1 =

{
tn + h

2cn (tn−1 − tn), if tn is a successful trial ,
ts + h

2cn a((n−s) mod Np+1), otherwise,
(2)

where ts is the last successful trial,
(
(n − s) mod Np

)
is the number of failed

trials since the last successful trial and, cn denotes the number of times that the
entire pattern has failed to generate a successful trial. In other words, how many
times the entire pattern has failed to produce any successful solution. The step-
size h is a parameter for this algorithm.

The actual path taken by the algorithm is formed out of the successful trials,
i.e., the sequence of steps

{
pi

1
}

is thus a subsequence of {tn}.
In case of HJa the pattern is A = {e1,−e1, e2,−e2, . . . , en,−en} where ej is

the jth basis vector. HJa applies the pattern in a greedy manner, selecting first a
pattern move that leads to a decrease in fitness.

The exploratory move takes advantage of the pattern move by generating
new search points along the line pointed by a successful pattern step. In case of
HJa the steps have a fixed length h. The search returns to the pattern phase when
the exploratory moves stop working and halves the h when the pattern moves
fails to work.

Rosenbrock Algorithm (Ra) is also a pattern search method. Unlike HJa,
there is no exploratory move and the pattern is updated at every trial. When a
point in the pattern is successfully tested the respective offset is multiplied by a
scalar a and respectively decreased by b when the trial is unsuccessful. When
every move in the pattern has been applied to produce both a successful move
and a failed trial, the pattern is rotated to the direction from the starting point of
the iteration to the final point and the search begins anew.

Stochastic Local Search (SLS) can also be seen as a pattern search method
consisting of only the pattern moves. However, the pattern in SLS is randomly
sampled from Gaussian distribution centered around the basepoint and is ex-
haustively searched for the best point. Formally, the sequence of steps taken with
SLS is

pi+1
1 = arg min

x∈{pi
1+gσ}k∪{pi

1}
f (x), (3)

where a set of k randomly generated elements is denoted as {. . .}k. The parameter
k controls the explorativeness of the algorithm along with σ.

Nelder-Mead Algorithm (NMa) is different from the pattern search meth-
ods. NMa is also known as a simplex method for its operating principle. NMa
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evolves a simplex, or in other words the simplest complex hull of n + 1 vertices
with a non-zero volume, where n equals the dimension of the problem. The main
working principle is to examine the vertices in the simplex and replace the worst
of them with a better point estimated from the others. Other rules exist in case
that this process fails. As this method has a ’population’ of points or vertices that
get updated, the simplex at iteration i is denoted as Pi =

{
pi

1, pi
2 . . . pi

n+1=N
}

.
This set is assumed to be sorted according to fitness so that pi

1 is always the point
with the best fitness and pi

n+1 is the worst. For shorthand, let Pi
h =

{
pi

1, pi
2 . . . pi

n
}

denote the set of vertices excluding the worst one. Then, steps taken by NMa can
be characterized with the following iteration formula:

Pi+1 =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Pi
h ∪ {xc + χ(xr − xc)} , if f (xe) < f (xr) < f (pi

1)
(Expansion),

Pi
h ∪ {xr} , if f (xr) < f (xe) and f (xr) < f (pi

1)
(Reflection),

Pi
h ∪ {xoc} , if f (pi

n) ≤ f (xr) ≤ f (pi
n+1) and f (xoc) < f (pi

n+1)
(Outside Contraction),

Pi
h ∪ {xic} , if f (pi

n+1) ≤ f (xr) and f (xic) < f (pi
n+1)

(Inside Contraction),

{s1, s2 . . . sn+1} , otherwise
(Shrink),

(4)

where

xc =
1
n

n+1

∑
j=1

pi
j, (5)

xr = xc + χ(xi
c − pi

n+1), (6)
xe = xc + χ(xr − xc), (7)
xic = xc + γ(xr − xc), (8)

xoc = xc + γ(xc − pi
n+1), (9)

sj = pi
1 + σ(pi

j − pi
n+1), j = 1, 2, . . . , n + 1. (10)

The centroid of the simplex is xc and xr is a reflection of the worst point to
the other side of the simplex. The extension of the reflection is called xe and it can
be considered to perform an exploitative step. These possible steps are illustrated
in Figure 1. In case of total failure to find a better point, the simplex is replaced
with a shrunk version consisting of points {si}. General parameter setting used
for this method is ρ = 1, χ = 2, σ = γ = 1

2 .
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FIGURE 1 Illustration of various steps in NMa

2.4 Basic Meta-heuristics in continuous spaces

In this section the basic meta-heuristics are described. These are the methods that
are used in the included papers as comparisons for DE based frameworks.

There are numerous variants of all classical meta-heuristics as well as choices
taken in their use. In the following only one particular version is described and
that is the one used for comparison purposes in the included papers. For some
important variants a citation may be provided. The notation intentionally differs
from that given in the articles in order to provide a compact representation and a
different point of view for the reader. This difference arises also from the author’s
use of the functional programming paradigm in which the representation such as
this is more commonplace and more easily transformed into an executable code
than an usual pseudocode, such as is found in the included articles.

2.4.1 Evolutionary Programming (EP)

Evolutionary Programming (EP) is among the first meta-heuristics drawing in-
spiration from evolution [ES03] and is a precursor for a more advanced ES. In
EP all individuals are organized in generations Pi containing candidate solution
vectors and a vector of self-adaptive parameters Si having the same dimension
as the domain of fitness.

During the generation cycle, each individual generates an offspring. For
the generic jth design variable (or parameter), the update is performed in the
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following way:

Si+1 = Si :
(
1̂ + αĝσ

)
, (11)

oi
j = pi

j + Si+1 ĝσ, j = 1, 2, . . . , N, (12)

(13)

where α is a constant value traditionally set equal to 0.2 and oi
j represents the can-

didate off-spring. When all the offspring solutions are generated, a population
composed of parents and an offspring (Pi ∪ {oi

1, oi
2 . . . oi

N
}

) undergoes a survivor
selection. The fitness value of each individual in this combined population is
compared with the fitness values of a set of other randomly selected solutions.
Solutions with the highest number of best fitness scores in the comparisons are
selected for the subsequent generation.

2.4.2 Evolution Strategies (ES)

Evolution Strategies are developed with inspiration from natural evolution over
generations. Semantically ES functions by creating an offspring population by
crossing over existing individuals and applying mutations to them. Then the
resulting set of parents and offspring are culled to provide the next generation
of individuals of the same size as the previous one. (The version used here is
commonly called (μ/ρ+, λ)-ES in literature [BHS91].)

Let Pi denote a sequence of populations of vectors
{

pi
j

}
. Population Pi is

defined in the following equations, by using the offspring population Oi as the
starting point. In the following, oi

j is used to denote the elements of Oi:

oi
j = û0 : pi

a +
(
1̂ − û0

)
: pi

b + ĝσ, j = 1, 2, . . . , N, (14)

where pi
a and pi

b are randomly selected members from Pi. Then

Pi+1 =
N

arg min
x∈Pi∪Oi

f (x). (15)

The solution after i generations is noted as si = arg minx∈Pi
f (x). The se-

quence of {si} is usually converging towards an optimum. It is common to im-
prove performance of ES by introduction of 1/5-rule which states that σ is in-
creased by a ratio c ∈ [0.817, 1] (determined empirically in [Sch77]) when 1/5
of the offspring benefit from the addition of ĝσ and decrease by the same ratio
otherwise [ES03, Rec73]. This is usually done in every n generations.

2.4.3 Real Encoded Genetic algorithm (rGA)

The variant of rGA used in this work is in essence the same algorithm as ES
without the 1/5 rule and the added probability of selecting the parents for the
next generation [ES03]. Let Pi denote the sequence of generations as a sequence
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of sets of individual trial vectors. First we define the probability for selecting an
individual pi

j for mating which is given by the following equation:

prob(pi
j) =

2 − s
#Pi +

2 rank f
Pi(pi

j)(s − 1)

#Pi (#Pi − 1)
, (16)

where s is the selection pressure that is a parameter for this algorithm. The off-
spring corresponding to population Pi are defined as:

pi+1
j = u0pi

a + (1 − u0)pi
b + ĝσ, j = 1, 2, . . . , N, (17)

where pi
a and pi

b are selected from population Pi with probabilities assigned to
them according to equation (16).

2.4.4 Simulated Annealing (SA)

Simulated annealing is a meta-heuristic that is inspired from annealing in met-
allurgy. When metal is heated, atoms in the material are displaced from local
positions of minimum energy and can shift around in states of higher energy. A
slow cooling process allows them more time to get fixed to locations with less
internal energy. Simulated annealing works by randomly permutating an initial
solution and with decreasing probability accepting solutions worse than the pre-
vious ones (i.e., SA works with ’population’ of a single point.) Formally SA is the
following:

Let the set of steps taken by SA be denoted as:

ti+1 = pi
1 + ĝσ, (18)

pi+1
1 =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

ti+1, if f (ti+1) ≤ f (ts) or

exp
(

f (pi
1)− f (ti+1)

T

)
≥ u,

pi
2, otherwise.

(19)

Then the sequence of points
{

pi
1
}

describes the path taken by Simulated
Annealing leading towards the optimal solution. Temperature variable T guides
the annealing. A common scheme is to have T decrease according to T = 1

c where
c is the number of accepted solutions.

2.4.5 Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)

Particle swarm optimization is inspired from the work of Reynolds in [Rey87]
defining a model for swarm behavior. At a general level, individuals in PSO pop-
ulations are aware of the movement and position of other individuals and adjust
their own movement to match other individuals, creating a swarm-like behavior.
One essential difference to other population based meta-heuristics is also the in-
troduction of velocity and inertia: individuals prefer to keep their direction and
thus make the search very directional.
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PSO can be defined as a sequence of populations like ES and RGA. The
velocities associated with members of Pi are noted as vi

j:s. Variables c1 and c2 are
parameters determining how strongly the particles are attracted to good solutions
found thus far. Then Pi+1 is defined as follows:

vi+1
j = max

(
Mv, vi

j + c1u(pbi
j − pi

j) + c2u(gbi − pi
j)
)

, (20)

pi+1
j = pi

j + vi+1
j , (21)

where pbi
j denotes the location of minimum fitness achieved by this particle:

pbi
j = arg min

x∈
{

pn
j for all n≤i

} f (x), (22)

and gbi denotes the best solution found thus far

gbi = arg min
x∈⋃n≤i Pn

f (x). (23)

Maximum velocity Mv is a parameter for this method. The solution found by
PSO after i iterations is

si = arg min
x∈⋃n≤i Pn

f (x).

2.4.6 Differential evolution (DE)

As the basis of algorithms introduced in this thesis, Differential Evolution (DE) is
presented in greater depth than the other algorithms. DE [SP97] is a modern real
valued optimization algorithm with characteristic versatility and reliability. DE
can be characterized as a population based evolutionary method with a steady
state logic. The basic form of DE is usually denoted as DE/rand/1/bin [SP97]. This
variant is referred to as DE throughout the thesis. The parameters for this method
are exploration rate F, crossover rate Cr and population size Spop.

DE is a steady state algorithm updating population of candidate vectors
Pi =

{
pi

1, pi
2, pi

3 . . . pi
n
}

according to equations (24)–(26). In those equations the
intermediate steps in generation of population Pi+1 are denoted by o′j and oj. We
have

o′j = pi
a + F

(
pi

b − pi
c

)
, (24)

where pi
a, pi

b, and pi
c are randomly selected members from population Pi. Thus(

pi
b − pi

c
)

is the vector difference of two randomly selected points, giving the di-
rection in which the offspring will be generated. Finally,

oj = CrossoverCr(pi
j, o′j), (25)
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FIGURE 2 Differential evolution crossover in 2D

pi+1
j =

{
oj, when f

(
oj
)

< f
(

pi
j

)
,

pi
j, otherwise.

(26)

Here crossover is an operator, switching elements of two vectors with a uniform
probability:

CrossoverCr(a, b)k =
{

bk, with probability Cr,
ak, otherwise.

(27)

Usually though, this is complemented by a condition that at least one element is
switched between the members.

The main novelty of DE is in its way of generating candidate offspring by
sampling direction vectors contained in the population depicted as in Figure 2
and formalized in equation (24). This allows the algorithm to employ the shape
of the population to guide the search over the fitness landscape by exploiting
promising exploration directions [PSL05].

The directional search is augmented by a uniform crossover (equation (27))
which swaps each element in o′j to its corresponding element in pi

j with a proba-
bility of Cr.

DE has been applied to continuous function optimization, constrained opti-
mization, and even to discrete problems (see survey in [PSL05]). It has been most
successful for real valued function optimization and for many practical purposes
has defeated in efficiency many ’classical’ evolution algorithms (see [SP95, VT04]
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and work done in articles [PI]–[PIV] of this thesis). Having the virtues of simplic-
ity and competitive performance, DE can be considered at least a peer to many
modern optimization algorithms.

DE is generally considered to offer a remarkably stable performance in many
cases, but it contains three parameters that control its performance. Like in other
EAs population size presents a trade-off between convergence speed and reliabil-
ity. Small sized populations can converge faster but are more likely stuck in local
minimums than slowly moving large populations. Two other parameters control
the exploration strategy, but their interpretation is not trivial. For example, F is
just a scaling factor and the real step size is dependent on the shape of the popu-
lation. Similarly, when adjusting Cr several things change at once. The coherence
along cardinal axes increases and likewise the speed of advance along those di-
rections increases. As per author’s conjecture, this importance of parameter Cr
increases with dimensionality of the problem.

According to tests conducted in article [PIV] and articles [LL02, GMK02]
along with a more recent article detailing a real world problem [ZWLK06], the op-
timal parameter setting is indeed problem dependent. These works also present
guidelines for proper settings, such as selecting F ∈ [0.5, 1) and Cr ∈ [0.8, 1). A
rule for selecting a population size as 10 times the number of dimensions is given
at [SP97]. The tests in that work also seem to hint that the optimal population
sizes for DE in the given classical test problems might be much smaller.

To further discuss the peculiarities of DE, two definitions are necessary. Al-
though the word convergence has been used before, it is used in this context
to mean a state where an algorithm has stopped improving upon the best indi-
vidual and the diversity of the solutions is approaching zero. Stagnation on the
other hand is a similar condition with the exception that the population of the
algorithm has retained its diversity but still lost its potential for further improve-
ments.

Thus, returning to the topic of small population size, it should be noted that
small populations pose a problem of stagnation [LZ00]. Hypothetically, stagna-
tion is caused by the semi-deterministic functioning of DE. When the population
size is limited, the number of possible directions to employ in the search becomes
also limited along with the number of possible trial vectors. If none of these po-
tential new solutions improve on the predetermined parent vector the optimiza-
tion cannot continue. In practice, as seen in the many tests presented in this work
and in the conclusion of article [LZ00] it seems that stagnation is a rare event
affecting mostly small population sizes. 1

The number of parameters makes a tuning process of DE a laboursome en-
deavor. The amount of possible parameter combinations is large and due to the
stochastic nature of the process several simulations are needed for each combina-
tion. Also, due to the fact that a single problem usually needs to be solved only
once, this causes a huge amount of extra computational effort that is eventually
discarded. Also, there is no guarantee that the same parameter setting would

1 In the included articles, stagnation is also used to describe situations where convergence
becomes impractically slow.
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be optimal during the entire optimization process. It is conceivable that proper-
ties of fitness landscape change when the population enters another area in the
landscape.

The aforementioned difficulty of parameter setting has given rise to a body
of work trying to modify DE to automatically adapt its parametrization. Such
works were spearheaded by work in [LL02] which incorporated a fuzzy logic
tuning of the parameters of DE to form an algorithm called Fuzzy Adaptive Dif-
ferential Evolution (FADE). FADE is further studied in articles [LL03] and later
in [LL05]. Other works in this field include such publications as [BGB+06] which
presents self adaptation for adjusting the parameters with similar logic that has
been used with ES (see [ES03]). The introduced algorithm Self-Adapting Control
Parameters in Differential Evolution (SACPDE) has also been further refined for
constrained problems in [BZM06]. Methods such as these detail the background
and field in which methods in this thesis ”compete”.

2.5 Some examples of modern meta-heuristics

This chapter details some examples of other modern meta-heuristics in order to
give background for research done here. As the field is large, they are but exam-
ples of a vast selection of methods. The methods were selected for their relative
efficiency, simplicity and their close ties to DE and PSO that were used in meth-
ods developed in this thesis. In order to implement these methods, the reader is
advised to study the original papers where they were presented. Methods that
are this intricate may suffer from being re-described from different points of view.

2.5.1 Self-Adaptive Control Parameters Differential Evolution (SACPDE)

SACPDE is DE which has an inscrutable adaptation logic with separate values for
each of the control parameters Fi

j and Cri
j for each individual pi

j in the population.

These values are used to generate the offspring pi+1
j matching the parent that the

values are associated with. These parameters are re-randomized with a uniform
probability for successful offspring

{
pi+1

j

}
. The scale factor is set as:

Fi+1
j =

{
Fl + uFu, with probability τ1,
Fi

j , otherwise, (28)

where Fl and Fu denote the range of variability for the scale factor F. Moreover,
the crossover rate for each individual is:

Cri+1
j =

{
u, with probability τ2,
Cri

j, otherwise. (29)

The parameters τ1 and τ2 are set to 0.1 for both parameters, as suggested
in [BGB+06]. The bounds Fl and Fu are set to 0.1 and 0.9. This scheme allows
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for stochastic sampling of the parameters space in order to find such parameter
settings that work in a given state of optimization.

2.5.2 Differential Evolution with Local Neighborhood (DEGL)

Local neighborhoods are commonly used with Particle Swarm [EK95] and they
are unified with the DE scheme in [CDK06]. In this variant of DE the popula-
tion order is considered stable and each particle has a k-neighborhood of other
particles from which to draw influence. This is formulated by considering that a
population forms a cycle such that{

. . . pi
−2 = pi

N−1, pi
−1 = pi

N . . . pi
N+1 = pi

1, pi
N+2 = pi

2 . . .
}

.

Thus the k-neighborhood for vector pi
j is
{

pi
j−k . . . pi

j . . . pi
j+k

}
.

Let pi
kbest be the best candidate vector within the k neighborhood of particle i

and pi
gbest the best overall vector in the population Pi. The population is updated

by a local update formula which, for particle j, can be defined as

Li
j = pi

j + α
(

pi
kbest − pi

j

)
+ β

(
pi

a − pi
b

)
,

where pi
a and pi

b are random members of the k-neighbourhood of pi
j. A local

update complements the global update formula (also used in variant DE/best/1):

Gi
j = pi

j + α
(

pi
gbest − pi

j

)
+ β

(
pi

c − pi
d

)
,

where pi
c and pi

d are random members of the population Pi and α and β have a
role equivalent to scale factor F of standard DE.

These update formulae are combined when generating the offspring indi-
vidual o′j by

o′j = wGi
j + (1 − w)Li

j.

The weight w is set according to the following equation:

w = wmin + (wmax − wmin)
(

i
Im

)
,

where Im is the maximum number of iterations that the algorithm is allowed to
run. The rest of the process follows that of DE given in Section 2.4.6. The pa-
rameters for this algorithm include neighborhood radius k and weight factors
wmax ∈ [0, 1] and wmin ∈ (0, 1].

2.5.3 Self-Adaptive Differential Evolution with Neighbourhood Search
(SaNSDE)

SaNSDE [YTY08] is an amalgamation of two different algorithms, Differential
Evolution with Neighborhood Search (NSDE) introduced in [YYH08] and Self-
Adaptive Differential Evolution (SADE) introduced in [QS05].
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This algorithm consists of three different additions to the basic DE scheme:
Mutation strategies self-adaptation, scale factor self adaptation, and, weighted
crossover rate self adaptation. The first of these components hybridizes the two
different schemes of DE, DE/rand/1 introduced in Section 2.4.6, equation (24), and
DE/current to best/2 which uses the following formula for the off-spring genera-
tion:

o′j = pi
j + F

(
pi

best − pi
j

)
+ F

(
pi

b − pi
c

)
, (30)

where pi
best is the fittest member of ith generation and pi

b and pi
c are randomly

selected individuals of the same generation. As before, F denotes the scale factor.
SaNSDE chooses between equations (24) (DE/rand/1) and (30) (DE/current to

best/2) with probability ρ of selecting the first and 1 − ρ for the latter. The value
of ρ can be seen as rate of success between the different strategies. It is updated
after every 50 generations to the following value:

ρ =
s1(s2 + f2)

s2(s1 + f1) + s1(s2 + f2)
, (31)

where s1, s2, f1, f2 are, respectively, the number of successful and unsuccessful
attempts of generating offspring by either equation (24) (s1 successes and f1 fails
) or equation (30) (s2 successes and f2 fails) since the last update of ρ.

Scale factor self adaptation is done with the same principle. Unlike the static
F in plain DE, SaNSDE uses a choice between value 0.5 + g0.3 (i.e. 0.5 centered
gaussian random number with σ = 0.3) and random sample from cauchy dis-
tribution with scale parameter of 1. The choice is made in identical manner to
mutation strategy adaptation.

The most complex adaptation is the weighted crossover rate self-adaptation.
Every five generations new Cr values for each individual are generated for the
new population using the following equation:

Cri
j = Crm + g0.1. (32)

Crm is the weighted mean of those crossover rates that have produced a success-
ful off-spring:

Crm =
#crs

∑
k=1

crsk
fsk
fa

, (33)

where crs is the set of recorded Cr values which were used to generate successful
off-spring and fsk is the corresponding improvement in fitness, normalized by
the average fitness improvement fa.

2.5.4 Differential Evolution with Adaptive hill Climbing Simplex Crossover
(DEahcSPX)

Differential Evolution with Adaptive hill Climbing Simplex Crossover (DEahc-
SPX) is a memetic variant of DE introduced in [NI08] which employs a local
search within the generation cycle. More specifically, at each generation the best
individual undergoes a simplex crossover local search.
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This local search method works by updating a set of points sampled from
the current population Pi, denoted as X0 =

{
x0

1, x0
2 . . . x0

n
}

, until the search con-
verges.

Let Ok be the center of mass of Xk at kth iteration of SPX local search:

Ok =
1
n

n

∑
j=1

xk
j ,

and rj a diminishing random sequence

rk
j = u

1
j+1 ,

which is later used to weight the candidate points yk
j .

The candidate points yk
j are generated by

yk
j = Ok + ε

(
xk

j − Ok
j

)
.

The parameter ε is a user defined control parameter for this method. The yk
j is

then applied in generation of the candidate off-spring tk:

t′j =

{
0, when j = 1,
rk

j−1

(
yk

j−1 − yk
j + t′j−i

)
, otherwise,

(34)

for j = 1, 2, . . . , N, which yields the final candidate point

tk = yn + t′n.

At each generation i the best solution is selected along with n − 1 randomly
picked solutions as the set X1. Then a sequence of trials

{
tk} is generated using

the above process and replacing xk
1 by tk in the set Xk+1. After this process the

best solution is replaced by the best solution discovered by this method.

2.5.5 Comprehensive Learning Particle Swarm Optimization (CLPSO)

The original PSO update rule allows particles to follow only the best individual in
the flock. In [LQSB06] this is conjecturized to cause premature convergence when
the best particle lands in a local optimum causing others to follow. Comprehen-
sive Learning Particle Swarm Optimization (CLPSO) is proposed to alleviate this
by changing the update rule in a way that each particle can contribute to the tra-
jectory of others.

This version is identical to the one given in Section 2.4.5 except that the
update formula in equation (21) is replaced by the following:

vi+1
j = max

(
Mv, c1vi

j + c2u(sbi
j − pi

j)
)

. (35)

Here sb is a vector composed element-wise from the pb:s in the flock:
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sbi
j =

{
sb′

j, if f(pj) has not improved for m generations,
sbi

j, otherwise,
(36)

where

sb′
j[m] =

{
pbi

j[m], with probability Pcj,
pbi

a[m], otherwise,
(37)

where pbi
a is the location of smallest value discovered by a particle selected by

tournament selection from the current population Pi. Vector sbi
j is not updated

until m generations pass without improvement by the particle. Value of Pcj for
particle j has been set empirically to

Pcj = 0.05 + 0.45
exp

(
10(i−j)

N−1 − 1
)

exp(10) − 1
, (38)

in the original paper. Tests in that paper and in this thesis ([PIV]) support the
conclusion that CLPSO is much more robust than the original PSO.



3 ON MEMETIC ALGORITHMS

3.1 Memetic optimization

Memetic algorithms (referred to later as MAs) are the result of hybridization of
evolutionary optimization algorithms with other methods, such as various local
search schemes. The original philosophical basis of MAs, introduced by Moscato
in [MN89], is the concept of memes or elements of lifetime learning. Whereas
genetic algorithms model optimization as generations of solutions that pass their
performance onwards in genes, MA model tries to include lifetime learning that
is passed on to other members of the population [ES03]. The idea has drifted
largely from the original inspiration, but memetic algorithms remain a successful
way to both speed up optimization and insert domain specific knowledge into
the process. Memetic algorithms form another lane of improvements to DE next
to adaptive and other schemes discussed in the previous section.

3.1.1 On classification of memetic approaches

Article [LHKM04] proposes a distinction between MAs and algorithms that em-
ploys more than one local searcher. While algorithms consisting of only one life-
time learning mode or local searcher are called MAs, algorithms that employ a
set of different strategies are named Multimeme Algorithms (MMA). In the latter
case the algorithm designer has several simpler parts from which to compose the
algorithm, but runs into a problem of coordination between different algorithms.
Having more than one meme can be seen as an important feature for an algo-
rithm, since each local search method (aside from true random search) contains
a search bias. Thus there is large number of possibilities for actual algorithmic
designs.

In order to map the contribution of this Thesis in the field, a small amount
of background has to be established. According to the classification given in
[OLZW06] various memetic algorithms have been put into the following three
categories.
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The first category according to Ong is hyperheuristics, in accordance with
article [CKS01], which proposes the name. (The reader should note that this term
is often used to mean heuristics of selecting other heuristics, in sense of [ÖBK08],
which is not to be confused with the use in here.) This class of algorithms works
with sets of a priori-rules that govern the behaviour of the search. These rules
can be customized to each problem, but are in a sense rigid, accepting no feed-
back from the dynamic functioning of the algorithm. Hyperheuristics can be con-
trasted with the second grouping of algorithms, namely meta-lamarckian learn-
ing.

Meta-lamarckian learning [OK04] comprises a multi-meme system that is
co-ordinated by performance of memes. The improvements due to different me-
mes contribute to a process of selecting the memes to be applied in the future.
Thus in order to clarify the differences of our approach, meta-lamarckian systems
can be said to co-ordinate by local properties of the population. The motivation
for such systems lies in ideas of co-operation and competition among the memes
as proposed by [MN89].

Third grouping can be seen in works such as [Smi07] and has also been
proposed by Krasnogor in [CHK+02, Kra04]. This set of methods can be de-
scribed as self-adaptive and co-evolutionary MAs. The important feature is that
memes are undergoing their own evolution, either as part of candidate vectors
(self-adaptive) or in a co-operative population of memes (co-evolutionary). To
contrast this against meta-lamarckian learning, there is no direct feedback loop
from performance of the memes into their selection, but on the contrary MAs in
this class rely on the principles of evolution also on the memes.

To introduce another axis of classification, the notion of generations of me-
metic algorithms is given according to [NOL08]. In that work, algorithms are
said to be 1st generation MAs when cultural evolution, or memes, are present,
but they do not evolve themselves. Meta-lamarckian algorithms may be called
2nd generation MA. Thus 2nd generation is characterized by the adaptation of
fixed memes. The 3rd generation label is for an algorithm that encompasses true
cultural evolution, such as co-evolutionary MMAs. Now, the memes are not fixed
before evolution, but can be created during it.

In the work [Ner07] and articles leading to that ([CCN+07b, NTM07] and
[NTCO07]) another scheme has been proposed. This scheme deals with fitness
diversity based algorithms, that are also focused upon in this thesis. This scheme
can be argued to form a fourth grouping in the Ongs scheme of classifying algo-
rithms. Fitness diversity based algorithms handle the issue of co-ordination in
a fashion similar to meta-lamarckian by taking into account the improvements
caused by different memes. However, this is done by studying global effects on
the population instead of local ones as in meta-lamarckian scheme. Also, thus
far, no fitness diversity algorithm directly maps the effect of diversity caused by
a meme to a probability of activating that said meme. Instead, the systems are
pre-designed by the properties of the memes used, so they can be classified as 2nd

generation.
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3.1.2 Fitness Diversity

The two concepts of exploitation and exploration play a large role in the follow-
ing. Although they have no general definition, they can be understood in the
following way: exploitation works in the area of fitness landscape already en-
tered by the algorithm and exploration by entering new areas of the landscape.
As noted in [ES98], coordination is required for a proper balance of exploration
and exploitation which seems to be the basic component of a successful EA. This
result is also empirically validated in the context of multi-objective methods in
[IYM03]. As noted before, each optimization problem has its own properties
which reflect on where this balance is found. In addition, it is clear that this
balance shifts as the algorithm proceeds [ES03] and the exploration/exploitation
ratio should vary over time in order to adapt to the current conditions of the
search.

However "current conditions" is not a clear concept. It is not trivial to de-
duce which phase of optimization is underway due to the fact that we usually
don’t know the actual optima nor the scale features of the fitness landscape. Some
information can be gleaned from the statistics of the population, such as how di-
versely it is distributed in the landscape and speed of its progression. In this work
this coordination of local searchers and balancing of the exploration and exploita-
tion is done by various measurements of quality called Fitness Diversity that was
first introduced by this name in [CCN+07a] (Although similar ideas were stud-
ied, for example, in [BGK04]).

Fitness diversity proposes to assign a numerical value of the effective diver-
sity of the population by inspecting the fitness values in the active population.
This value can then be utilized in guiding the algorithm to select a suitable bal-
ance between explorative and exploitative features. When contrasted to a sim-
ple spatial diversity measure, fitness diversity only accounts for fitness features
of population. A population having a high spatial diversity might be scattered
along a large plateau and thus be unable to proceed without further tuning up the
explorative features of the algorithm. Conversely, population that has spatially
narrow distribution might actually have encountered an area of the fitness land-
scape that is highly interesting and suitable to be exploited with a local search al-
gorithm. Fitness diversity has been studied in contexts of noise [NKV08, NM07],
multiple objectives [CN], and in medical applications [NTCO07, NTM07].

In the equations below, fbest, fworst, favg, and σf are the best, worst, aver-
age, and standard deviation of fitness values measured at current population and
max | fbest − favg|i is used to denote the maximum difference observed in the i it-
erations of the process thus far. The fitness measures studied in this thesis are the
following, each being fitted to the [0, 1] range in a way that 0 indicates the least
diversity while 1 indicates the most:

ν = min
{

1,
σf

| favg|
}

, (39)
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which measures how sparsely the fitness values are distributed,

ξ = min
{

1,
∣∣∣∣ fbest − favg

fbest

∣∣∣∣
}

(40)

is used to measure the advantage the best individual has compared to the aver-
age,

ψ = 1 −
∣∣∣∣ favg − fbest

fworst − fbest

∣∣∣∣ (41)

measures how far in the scale of fitnesses does the average fitness value lie, re-
sembling measurement of skewness. Furthermore,

φ =
σf

| fworst − fbest| (42)

is an amalgam of equations (41) and (39) measuring how sparsely the fitness val-
ues are distributed within their range of variability. Unlike ν it is co-domain (i.e.,
a range of fitness function) independent measure. Lastly, we define

χ =
| fbest − favg|

max | fbest − favg|i , (43)

which differs from the previous measures of fitness diversity in that it takes into
account the history of the process. The purpose of χ is to measure how much
the leading individual outperforms the rest of the population. The existence of a
super-fit individual is noted by high values of χ and is considered beneficial for
the DE process. Measures ν, φ, and χ have been introduced for the first time in
the included papers.

3.2 Novel Memetic Computing Schemes

This section introduces the author’s work on Memetic Differential Evolution Fra-
meworks. The algorithms are presented in this section in detail while the results
achieved with them are provided in Chapter 5. The whole family of algorithms
is denoted as *MDE.

In this work memetization is approached by dividing the optimization cy-
cle to several phases in contrast to solutions applying local search within the off-
spring generation of an algorithm. A multi-meme algorithm constructed in this
way can be represented with the schematic in Figure 3. The initial generation
of population is done here by pseudo-randomly sampling the fitness domain for
the number of individuals equal to the size of the population. Other alternatives
include methods such as using structured point sets surveyed in [Maa04].

Further refinements can be employed to speed up the search. The methods
for doing so include such strategies as generation of extra individuals and selec-
tion of best performing individuals for the optimization or methods that attempt
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FIGURE 3 Generic Memetic DE schematic. The circular path represents the steps taken
by each full iteration of the algorithm and different styles of line describe
different components. The dotted line represents conditionality – some steps
may be skipped according to internal logic of the method.

to, for example, introduce super-fit individuals into the population in order to
generate efficient search directions as is done in article [PIII]. The DE search is
then applied for a fixed number of fitness evaluations and the fitness diversity of
the resulting population is measured. This measure determines whether to apply
a local search to the population or not. If the local search is applied, it is done
from the most explorative to the most exploitative in order to be able to refine
potentially successful solutions discovered in this phase. Each local searcher is
applied for a fixed limit of fitness evaluations.

It can be noted that each algorithm introduces a set of new parameters in
addition to those in DE. This might seem contradictory to the goal of having a
more automatic algorithm, but the tests with general test functions have proved
(in articles [PV, PVI, PVIII]) that these parameters are not extremely sensitive and
seem to cover a large range of conditions. Naturally, tuning is beneficial, but not
essential.

Although there are several possible design choices, the most studied in this
work are the adaptation schemes (in [PVII]), different fitness diversity measures
(in [PV]), and suitability of different local search heuristics (in [PII] and [PIII]).

3.2.1 Memetic Differential Evolution (MDE)

Memetic Differential Evolution (MDE) is introduced in article [PI]. MDE is an
adaptive evolutionary algorithm which combines the powerful explorative fea-
tures of Differential Evolution (DE) with the exploitative features of two local
searchers. The local searchers are adaptively activated by means of a novel con-
trol parameter based on measures of fitness diversity within the population.
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FIGURE 4 MDE schematic, showing the order of DE, HJa and SLS algorithms and con-
trol scheme used in the coordination

MDE scheme is depicted in Figure 4 and consists of DE framework detailed
in Section 3.2 augmented with HJa and SLS. The coordination of searchers is done
according to the fitness diversity measurement. DE process is applied and in
every 1000 fitness evaluations there is a possibility of a local searcher activation
according to ν-index in equation (39).

According to our basic conjectures about functioning of memetic algorithms,
local searchers are activated when diversity becomes low in order to offer new
exploratory perspectives by revealing new and promising genotypes. Also, in a
possible case where search has entered the optimal basin of attraction the local
search will find the solution of the problem in a quick fashion.

The two searchers have different characteristics and are thus activated by
means of a different logic based on simple threshold values. To provide uni-
form presentation across the various algorithms, this is depicted in Figure 5 as
the probability of activating the searcher versus the diversity measure. The ac-
tual activation scheme averaged over several runs can be seen in Figure 17b.

Local Search activations start with SLS which is supposed to assist DE by
improving available genotypes in order for them to be exploited by DE. Deter-
ministic HJa is applied in a later stage to the best individual in hopes of finalizing
the optimization.

3.2.2 Enhanced Memetic Differential Evolution (EMDE)

The Enhanced Memetic Differential Evolution (EMDE) is a direct descendant of
MDE. During the testing phase of the MDE algorithm it became apparent that of-
ten slight changes in the threshold of local search activation made a large differ-
ence to the outcome, especially to the development of the diversity measure. This
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FIGURE 5 Probability of activating local searcher vs. fitness diversity index in MDE

problem was exacerbated by the introduction of more local searchers. To alleviate
the problem, static thresholds for local search were discarded and replaced with a
probabilistic scheme, where LS algorithms are activated with a higher probability
when fitness diversity approaches the set limit. The probability for activating a
local searcher is given by

exp
(−(x − μ)2

2σ2

)
, (44)

where μ is the point of highest probability of LS activation and σ denotes the
range where a local searcher is active.

This allows for an easier specification of a local search scheme and is at the
same time empirically more robust over sets of runs than static thresholds. Ran-
dom selection stops the algorithm from getting stuck in a rut when one searcher
systemically fails. The graph displaying the LSA activation probabilities is given
in Figure 6.

Also, the repertoire of local searchers has been increased from that of MDE.
Efficiencies of local searches for the target domain of filter design have been em-
pirically measured in order to estimate when and to which individual they are
applied to. Also, SA is added in order to allow the algorithm to escape local
minimae. The resulting scheme can be seen in Figure 7.
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FIGURE 6 Probability of activating local searcher vs. fitness diversity index in EMDE

FIGURE 7 EMDE schematic. This schematic details the probabilistic control scheme
applied and definition of the probabilities employed (P).
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FIGURE 8 Probability of activating local searcher vs. fitness diversity index in SFMDE

3.2.3 Super-Fit Memetic Differential Evolution (SFMDE)

In design philosophy, Super-Fit Memetic Differential Evolution (SFMDE) devi-
ates from the previous work. In this case the coordination is based on a measure
of describing how large improvements are achieved when contrasted to improve-
ments in the previous generations. Also, as an important addition, the search is
accelerated by applying PSO to the initial generation. This hopefully results in
an individual that is vastly better than its peers. According to DE logic, this in-
dividual will then contribute good search directions to the DE process, speeding
up the search.

Local searchers have been replaced by NMa and Ra, which are potentially
more efficient. The probabilistic local search activation scheme has been retained
from EMDE. The difference lies in the shape of functions used to determine the
activation probabilities. EMDE uses simple symmetrical Gaussian functions whi-
le SFMDE uses non-symmetrical ones inspired from beta-distribution, giving mo-
re control for the design of the local search activation scheme. According to exper-
iments in paper [PIII], the activation functions were selected as shown in Figure
8. The basic operating principle and the activation function details are provided
in EMDE schematic in Figure 9.
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FIGURE 9 SFMDE schematic. This schematic details the initial refinement of the popu-
lation and the probabilistic control scheme applied along with the definition
for function for calculating them (p).



4 APPLICATION TO LOW LEVEL MACHINE VISION

4.1 Introduction

We have entered the world of excessive digital media. Much of the massive
amount of data generated is in images. Internet magazines, databases and espe-
cially user oriented image and video services such as Flickr or youtube are acquir-
ing image data at immense rates. In August 2006 The Wall Street Journal [Lee06]
reported that there were already 6 million user submitted videos in YouTube.
Communal photo management service Flickr has reported [Ote07] to have ar-
rived to 2 billion images in November 2007 (the image no. 2 billion is presented
in Figure 10). The needs for automatic processing of image data are enormous.

The human way of perceiving the world is also applied to process industry,
which provides no exception to the tendency for increasing amounts of acquired
data. More and more sensors are developed as the processes are improved and
more tightly controlled. Vision is a key part in advanced sensors, since visual
inspection is both easy to achieve with modern cameras and is in concordance
with ’the human way’. Modern imaging equipment have far surpassed human
vision but the problem of automatic image processing remains. The increase of
the capacities of computational equipment gives rise to increasing possibilities of
processing both static and video images.

Process industry and product monitoring by human operators is, and is
usually depicted as [Cha36], comically boring and monotonous work performed
by people. Machine vision has gained a strong foothold in the process industry
due to the fact that computers are extremely well suited for these monotonic and
repetitive processes that humans are distinctly unsuited for. Process industries
have been among the first to adopt vision systems for their purposes.

Vision systems are used in both quality and process control. Many materi-
als can be characterized at suitable depth by their visual properties, indeed these
are mostly the properties that humans use to estimate quality. Automated qual-
ity control can measure properties such as texture or shape in order to evaluate
quality, and these same measurements can be used in process control in order to
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FIGURE 10 Representation of image number 2000000000 of Flickr

adjust processes. Also, visual systems have the ability to measure many things
that otherwise would require specialized sensors.

The field of machine vision combines a wide range of scientific fields that
aim to bring the power of vision for mechanical devices. This cross-disciplinary
field consists of digital image processing, signal processing, engineering fields
dealing with image acquisition and lighting, machine learning and is applied
widely throughout the industry. The three main areas of machine vision are re-
mote sensing, quality control, and process control. Machine vision is a growing
field due to advanced computational machinery and vision systems becoming
more commonplace.

Almost all fields of industry have vision related processes, such as medi-
cal uses of angiography, x-ray tomography, and even ultrasound for health care
leading to, e.g., whole journals like IEEE Transaction on Medical Imaging and
books such as [Web88, CJS93, BA94]. Even traditional areas such as agriculture
benefit from automated vision [CCK02] in forms such as quality control of food-
stuffs like apples [LMD98] and precise spraying of pesticides, thus reducing costs
and even environmental impacts [GS97]. Other fields have their own equivalent
examples even from their rather early period of machine vision, as among them
metal industry [LHN89], robotics [Hor86] as well as numerous other fields.

Divided to different tasks, machine vision problems can consist of such
tasks as separating objects from background like the one in this thesis or in sev-
eral medical applications [HKG00, SLCJ+05, BSdJ+99], enhancing images for hu-
man inspection [GSZ04], identifying objects such as pedestrians or cars in clut-
tered backgrounds [XLF05, SBM06], classifying found objects into different cate-
gories [BLE+04], sensing changes in an object such as facial expression recogni-
tion [LKCL00], content based image retrieval [LSDJ06] and, naturally, controlling
machinery in situations where human presence is not possible such as in plane-
tary landers [RSC+07].

Machine vision of today is in an immature state where the studies con-
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ducted have a huge diversity and only a relatively small part of the field is con-
sidered to be well established, although individual solutions for many problems
exist. The field can be roughly partitioned to different approaches. Some prob-
lems are tackled with image transform based approaches that examine the image
in some other domain than the normal spatial view. Such approaches include
Fourier transforms to frequency domain and wavelet transforms. These meth-
ods have been utilized for both identification [CC06] and denoising [KMM01].
This view also leads to perceiving the field of image processing as an subfield of
two-dimensional signal processing. Other method families process the image in
spatial domains (examples of which include Local Binary pattern methods, see
for example [OPM02] or SUSAN method family [SB97]).

Figure 11 provides a rough depiction of a machine vision process. For prac-
tical purposes, the process begins with the selection of radiation sources suitable
for properties of a target object and the selection of a suitable sensor. This creates
arguably the core of the system, but from the point of view of a computer scien-
tist the process begins after an acquisition of a digital image. From there on, tasks
include identification of object boundaries, silhouettes and details such as corner
points and calculation of various descriptors for objects in the image. These low-
level tasks provide information that can be used to support higher level image-
understanding processes that generate models or information (by, for example,
identifying objects) that can be used to control industrial processes or support
the human operator in decision making.

Figure 11 can be contrasted with definitions in classical handbooks such as
[GW07], or [SHB98] which have focus on computer vision. The latter divides the
process after image acquisition into low-level and high-level processing. Low level
deals with data that closely matches the image and such processes are said to
have very little knowledge of the content of the images. Low level tasks comprise
of preprocessing such as noise filtering, edge extraction and in general work on
the images themselves. High level processes are about image understanding and
semantics of the situation where the image contents are fitted into some model
of the world. Usually, according to Sonka, high level operations do not operate
directly on images, but on features derived by low level operations. A high level
functionality need not appear in a computerized form. A human operator can
just as well benefit from image enhancements acquired via low level systems.

In [GW07], the process is divided into steps of image acquisition, preprocess-
ing, segmentation, representation&description (aka feature extraction), and recogni-
tion&interpretation. The middle three can be said to be low level operations and
the last a high level one. Also, it is necessary to note that all of these low level op-
erations need not appear in all machine vision applications. In some cases, what
would have been done with preprocessing can be achieved by, for instance, differ-
ent lighting. Also, it is easy to imagine cases where the user is more interested in,
for example, the texture of product than its shape. The imaging problem in this
thesis follows the scheme of [GW07] although focusing on low level operations.
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FIGURE 11 A General outline of machine vision process

4.2 Machine Vision in Paper Industry

In recent years, machine vision systems have started playing essential roles in
process industry of which paper production is a definitive example. A modern
paper mill converts huge amounts of pulp into paper. Such a mill consist of a
long process line that converts pulp into paper with rates nearing 30 meters per
second. This process is hardly perfect and the quality of product is sometimes
compromised. In worst of the cases, if the paper being processed develops a
large hole or tear the whole process may come to an abrupt and costly halt. Other
defects, such as insects squashed onto what is to become a side of a milk carton
or small holes that allow newspaper printer’s ink stain expensive equipment, are
undesirable as well.

The process of handling such defects is far from simple. Without tools, a
human cannot hope to detect such a flaw when system is running nor react to it
in time. Within seconds a small flaw that existed at the starting end of the process
is rolled up with the rest of the paper in the finished product (or has caused a total
failure and none of the paper ends up in the roll). Thus an automated inspection
system is required.

Such systems are used for fault detection as well as for quality control of
the product. If the process produces a defect, such as a hole in the paper, it is
important that this is detected before it ends up in the final product. It is manda-
tory that these faults can be detected and marked in such a way that they can be
removed from the final product and their causes identified and corrected before
they happen again.

Development of machine vision systems is due to both advances of imag-
ing technology and in paper production machinery, which currently surpass by
far the capabilities of human senses. Modern paper mills have the capacity of
producing hundreds of square meters of paper in a second while humans have
the capacity of perceiving defects less than a millimeter in size when handling
finished products. A huge amount of data has to be analysed every second. The
task induces a significant data flow due to high resolution and vast area to be im-
aged. Besides being outside of human reach, such demands place considerable
stress even on modern computational equipment.

One of largest applications are quality control systems that perform defect
detection. A defect detection process scans the paper web for possible defects in
paper formation so that such defects can be removed from the final product and
their causes be rectified for future production. The outline of this process is given
in Figure 12. The process begins with a defect detection phase, which gives rise
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FIGURE 12 Defect detection process

to the highest real-time requirements.
The detection is followed by a high level identification process consisting of

an image classification problem. A simple flaw indicator is of limited use if the
defect detection system cannot tell whether it is worth an action or not. Some
defects like water droplets are important only in the quality control sense but
certain defects will require immediate action and thus discriminating these is
highly important. Also, even those defects which are not harmful towards the
process need to be cataloged properly in order to enact suitable quality control
measures. Classification process is naturally a multi-class problem. In basic work
cataloguing various defects [otPcS95] there are 76 paper web defects that have
been named. This process has some real-time constraints but not in the scale of
detection phase: as a high level system, this part operates on the small amount of
suspicious data extracted by low level processes. Usually most of the paper area
is defectless.

Also, machine vision systems have other applications in paper industry,
such as monitoring nozzles and other equipment as well as statistical quality con-
trol and measurement of other qualities of paper, such as printability and texture
[TPS+03].

4.2.1 Defect detection in paper manufacturing process

The defect detection process is eminently a low level vision problem. The goal
is to sense various defects from the acquired digital images and consists of con-
structing an imaging system capable of operating in conditions of paper mill and
low-level algorithms that are both enough computationally efficient for the task
and precise enough to detect potentially very weak defects.

In the defect detection phase image is acquired from an on-line system. Usu-
ally trans-illumination is utilized as described in article [PI]. Reflective illumina-
tion is used when either the defect is of such nature that different lighting helps
to reveal it or there is no suitable space for attaching proper lighting equipment.
Each millimeter of paper is imaged and processed for detecting the presence of
defects. Defects vary from simple holes (see Figure 13a) that are readily apparent
in trans-illumination to harder-to-see defects, such as wrinkles and streaks (Fig-
ures 13d-13e) that are of faint contrast and possibly of larger size. Some defects
like holes may result in interrupted processes, but others such as water droplets
or thin spots (Figures 13c and 13b) are benign. They are either quality defects or
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(a) Holes (b) Water
droplet

(c) Thin spot (d) Wrinkle (e) Streak

FIGURE 13 Various defects encountered in paper production

vanish during the process entirely.
This detection phase is the most time critical one, since it is mandatory to

process the whole massive data-flow in its entirety. This requires special hard-
ware for computational requirements alone and no complex method can yet be
implemented. The higher level processes associated with the task consist of clas-
sification of the detected anomalies and using accumulated information in pro-
cess control. Although hard tasks, these higher level functions have relaxed
real-time requirements (due to low-level processes filtering out the non-defective
parts of paper, which consist of well over 99% of the information processed) and
can be tackled with well known methods from machine learning [RN95].

This low-level and real-time task is commonly solved in industry by vari-
ous thresholding methods. Thresholding can successfully be used to detect the
most obvious defects and defects that could violently interrupt the process (e.g.
in [PC02]). Unfortunately, there also exists defects that are characterized by such
low visibility (i.e., Low Contrast-to-Noise Ratio, CNR) that they are not amenable
to thresholding but are still harmful to the quality of the product. Also the back-
ground of the acquired images is inherently noisy and characterized by irregular
texture. Thus methods estimating the background such as in [CP00, SZ05] are not
applicable.

Weak wrinkle and streak type defects are the focus of application oriented
articles in this thesis. They appear as weak line-like structures in the paper (see
Figure 16a) and are hard to detect via thresholding methods. More advanced
methods are required for this class of defects. Such methods must always balance
between computational efficiency and accuracy. The main approaches include
many techniques known from basic low-level vision studies, such as edge detec-
tion, texture analysis etc. Some of these methods even combine elements from
both high- and low-level processing, and include self-organizing maps (SOM)
and variants thereof as mentioned in [IHR+00, IRPR04]. These solutions are in-
herently texture-based due to their reliance on histogram-like features that apply
over wide areas of the image. Although more precise than thresholding based
methods, reliance on texture may harm the process in case of weak and espe-
cially small defects which do not cause statistically observable deviation from
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the texture. There also exists methods relying on various image transforms such
as [Sob05] which is based on a set of tailored filters applied to different wavelet
sub-bands.

4.3 Low-level Vision

This section delves in more depth into operations used in the included papers and
to the concept of low-level vision. Low-level machine vision is not formally a de-
fined concept. In the context of this work it is taken to mean such set of operations
that do not belie any impression of image understanding. Low level operations
provide data, not information (in the sense of [Ack89]). Such operations are also
characterized by relative efficiency and by their simple nature. Examples of low
level processes include edge detection, feature extraction, corner detection, and
noise reduction and thresholding. 1 Another characterization might be: opera-
tions done after image acquisition but before image understanding.

The field of low level processing is wide and methods contained often over-
lap significantly with the field of image processing. The classical methods in this
area consist of linear filters, image transforms, morphological and other rank fil-
ters, and colour space mappings such as contrast stretching. Most of these meth-
ods appear in any basic image processing and/or machine vision handbooks (for
reference see, [GW07, SHB98, Bov05, Jai89].) In modern times these basic meth-
ods have been complemented by approaches using classical high level method-
ologies such as neural networks in low level tasks [SBO94, AK94]. Also, one
important part of low level vision is feature extraction (or "description" accord-
ing to [GW07]) which reduces massive amounts of data in an image to several
descriptive features that can be utilized by higher level processes.

We focus here on a small sector of low level machine vision, namely on
the processes that can be formulated by a combination of linear convolution and
thresholding, which are arguably one of the most used and most important op-
erators in low-level vision. They are most likely present in some form in nearly
all low-level processes. Also, in the included articles it is precisely these two pro-
cesses that are used. The following sections aim to explain these two in detail.
For the rest of the field of low level processing, the reader is advised to refer to
textbooks mentioned in the previous section.

In the following, images are represented as functions [0..w] × [0..h] → R,
where w, h ∈ N. These functions map pixel-coordinates into real-valued pixels
approximated by floating point arithmetic. Pixels are represented by real num-
bers in the range of [0, 1], but in many cases allowing values outside these limits
simplifies matters considerably, when considering operations such as convolu-
tion or arithmetic on images.

1 Though noise reduction in many cases is neither fast nor simple in nature
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4.3.1 Convolution

Convolution is denoted by ∗ and is defined as follows [Bra65]:

(F ∗ K) (x, y) = ∑
(i,j)∈Dom(K)

F(i, j)K(x − i, y − j), (45)

where F denotes the convolved image, K is the convolution kernel (which also
can be seen as an image), and (x, y) are the coordinates of a pixel. The notation
Dom(K) denotes the domain ([0..w] × [0..h]) of the kernel matrix. A convolution
operation can be used to implement various linear finite impulse response filters.
Also, due to the convolution theorem [Jai89], they can be implemented efficiently
even with large kernel sizes via fast fourier transforms (For details, see [SHB98],
or any basic textbook).

Various convolution filters are used to perform many low-level image pro-
cessing tasks such as noise reduction via running average or Gaussian filters,
edge detection with suitable edge masks, such as Sobel, and image enhance-
ments like unsharp masking. Although in most of these application areas newer
methods have gained ground, simple filtering remains very effective and efficient
method for many tasks.

4.3.2 Gabor filters

The name for Gabor filters comes from the work of Nobel laureate Dennis Gabor.
In 1946 he proposed modelling signals with combinations of elementary func-
tions that later became known as Gabor functions [Gab46]. This work originated
partly from the fact that spatial and frequency components of a signal can be
seen as idealised duals,i.e., there is often cases where both frequency and time (or
rather place when dealing with images as signals) are required, thus giving rise
to various time-frequency transforms for which the Gabor functions can be used.

The formulation of Gabor function in the context of image processing comes
from Granlund [Gra78] who was ”In Search of General Picture Processing Oper-
ator”. This work was done independently of Gabor functions and specifically for
image processing and yet yielding the same function as that of Gabors, general-
ized to two dimensions. In this work this function is primarily used as a signal
analyzing filter instead of as signal synthesis function. The general idea is to use
this single operator in all of the levels of the process of machine vision.

2D-Gabor function is often attributed to Daugman [Dau85], who among
other things documented relations between Gabor functions and the mammalian
vision cortex, hinting that the Gabor function is especially suitable for machine
vision purposes. This appears true, since studies have successfully been con-
ducted on many subjects of low and high level vision where Gabor filters have
many functions such as, edge detection [MNR92], texture segmentation [MM00],
face recognition [LW02] and notably, in Daugmans work, iris identification (see,
for example [Dau03]). As can be seen from this set of works, the Granlund’s idea
is certainly not invalid: Gabor functions can be applied in both low level such as
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edges and in construction of feature spaces for high level processes.
Mathematically Gabor functions are essentially, in a spatial domain, sinu-

soidal functions caught in the Gaussian envelope:

Gb[θ, ψ, σx, σy, λ](x, y) = exp
(−(x cos θ − y sin θ)2

2σ2
x

)
exp

(
−(x sin θ + y cos θ)2

2σ2
y

)

cos
(

2π(x cos θ − y sin θ)
λ

+ ψ

)
. (46)

Here θ is the angle between the vertical axis and parallel stripes of the filter, ψ

is the phase offset (the filter is symmetrical when ψ = 0 and anti-symmetrical
when ψ = π

2 ). Furthermore, σx, σy specify both the size of the filter and its el-
lipticity, and λ is the wavelength of the filter. In other words, we use a directed
bandpass filter with a bandwidth determined by λ and the ratio σx

σy
. The effect of

various parameters is depicted in Figure 14. Gabor filtering is a linear filtering of
the source image by a suitable Gabor function or a discrete sampling of a Gabor
function. Thus it is implementable via convolution.

Works dealing with Gabor filters in the context of machine vision include,
for example, [DH95]. It deals with texture segmentation which was also the ap-
plication area of Gabor models as early as 1989 in [FS89]. The methodology has
also been applied to common tasks of object recognition (for example, by Jain
[JRL97] and Kämäräinen in [K0̈3]) and to the complex task of face recognition in
[LW02].) Also, Gabor filtering schemes have been found to be useful in other low
level tasks such as edge detection in [MNR92].

4.3.3 Thresholding

Thresholding refers to binarization of an image according to individual intensi-
ties of its pixels. Thresholding can be considered as the simplest of segmentation
processes [SHB98] used to extract shapes and areas of a target within the image.
Various thresholding methods exist, but they can in general be placed into two
categories: Global thresholding methods that determine single threshold for en-
tire image and local methods that use varying threshold in different parts of the
image.

A more detailed taxonomy is given in [SS04], where various thresholding
methods are grouped into six categories. Histogram shape based methods select
suitable threshold based on peaks and valleys of a histogram [Sez90], clustering
methods assume that histograms come from a sum of distinct distributions in
the image which can be discovered by unsupervised clustering [Ots79]. Studies
of entropy of background or target areas, or cross-entropy between those yield
entropy methods [JKW85] and direct comparisons between properties, such as
edge similarity, of thresholded image and original image yield so called object
attribute methods [Tsa95]. Spatial methods apply a study of higher order probability
distributions and correlations in order to find the proper threshold value [KR79].
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(a) Spatial parameters on 2D-Gabor function

(b) Effect of ψ in 1D-Gabor function

FIGURE 14 Parameters of equation (46) explained
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The last category in the Sezgins survey is local methods that use statistics around
a given pixel to decide its class [Nib85].

Thresholding methods are most visibly encountered in a task such as optical
character recognition (OCR) where usually dark letters are extracted from a light
background (for historical examples, see [WR83]). However, it is important to
notice that thresholding is often applied to a processed image, such as an edge-
strength map thus making this almost a universally required operation.

As can be deduced from the number of categories, the number of different
thresholding methods is large. For example, the aforementioned semi-recent sur-
vey of common thresholding methods ([SS04]) contains 40 selected thresholding
methods in order to perform this relatively straightforward operation. It can be
deduced from this number of methods that thresholding is both problem depen-
dent and a required component for most machine vision tasks.

Many elementary machine vision systems can be formulated as a sum of
proper convolution and proper thresholding technique. Thus, they can in essence
be reduced to an optimization problem of finding the proper convolution kernel
weights and a suitable thresholding method and its parametrization.

4.3.4 Measurement of low-level vision system efficiency

As is noted in, for example, in a handbook by [Jah00], differing from many engi-
neering fields, machine vision does not yet have a standardized way of measur-
ing efficiency and error besides the simple method of ’eye-balling the results’. Yet
such a measurement is doubly important in this work since the aim is to create
an automatic system of tuning the low-level vision process.

The following tries to provide an answer to the question How can quality of an
image be measured in reference to separation of target and background areas. Two con-
cepts commonly used to determine the quality of foreground-background sep-
aration are Contrast Resolution (CR) and Contrast-To-Noise ratio (CNR). They
are measured here according to definitions given in [PII], although they have
several measures in different contexts, for example [SPJ+04] gives three task spe-
cific definitions for CNR. Intuitively, CNR measures how visible the target area
is through the noise and CR how visible the target area is when compared to the
background. High absolute values in each are favoured. We define

CNR =
1

σ (F)
(μ (C) − μ (D)) , (47)

CR =
μ (C) − μ (D)
μ (C) + μ (D)

, (48)

where σ(F) is the standard deviation of the image F and μ(C) and μ(D) denote
the average of the background and target area, respectively. Both of these metrics
measure the prominence of the target object with respect to the background.

To actually measure these values, a ground truth must be known for each
case, making such measurement eminently a supervised action. In the context of
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this work, where we deal mainly with a supervised task, this is not really a prob-
lem. These measures can be used to characterise the difficulties facing machine
vision systems.

4.4 Optimization based approach to weak defect detection

This section details the author’s work towards a solution for weak defect detec-
tion. Defect detection is formulated as a supervised learning problem, yielding
a fitness value. This approach is taken since the defect detection problem is not
really well suited for executing complex algorithms on-line. This is due to hard
real-time and massive data-flow requirements. As such, computational intelli-
gence must be applied to produce and properly tune extremely simple models
that can cope with a given amount of data-flow. In an application considered
here a finite impulse response (FIR) filter prepossessing and thresholding is used
as a model for defect detecting apparatus. FIR filters are linear digital filters that
have the property of finite area of support – the filter response settles to zero after
finite and defined range from an input. Such a simple convolution filter with a
small kernel is efficient enough to be applied in real time and flexible enough to
provide accurate solutions. Although other methods exist, optimization of FIR
filters with meta-heuristic algorithms is a promising direction used in other real
time problems such as texture segmentation [DH95] and for complex task of ve-
hicle detection in [SBM05]. Based on these examples of optimization based work,
the detection task is formulated as an optimization problem in article [PI].

When formulating convolution as an optimization problem with even rel-
atively small filter kernels it becomes apparent that the amount of weights con-
tained in the kernel would result in a very highly dimensional problem. Rea-
sonably sized 7 × 7 kernel contains 49 weights, which already is too much to be
efficiently optimized when coupled with an expensive fitness function contain-
ing a traversal over the pixels of the entire training set. As per aforementioned
articles, an optimizer friendly problem can be derived by generating the weights
according to some simpler function. In this case, the filter is formulated as a com-
bination of Gabor filters introduced in Section 4.3.2.

The benefit of this kind of formulation is that the number of parameters
remains constant even if the filter size is changed. This formulation can be con-
sidered suitable since it provides a compact representation of a family of filters
that not only have been empirically rather successful but are also considered a
cybernetic solution as they strongly resemble a functionality found in the mam-
malian vision cortex [Dau85].

The general scheme of weak defect filter design process introduced in this
work is outlined in Figure 15. The process starts with a set of source images
and corresponding label images (see Figure 16). The filter model parameters are
then optimized in regard to matching the filter output to the structure in the label
image.
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FIGURE 15 Filter design process

(a) Source image (b) Label image

FIGURE 16 Examples of training image pair in defect detection study

Label images define three sets of pixel coordinates (x, y). First is pixel set
D which contains those pixel coordinates which correspond to the defect area in
the source image. The second set, called C, corresponds to the background area.
The third set is unlabeled and is considered non-interesting for the problem. This
region relaxes the problem at the boundaries of the defect and suppresses other
defects that might interfere with learning.

As usual in machine vision problems, evaluating the end result is not a triv-
ial matter. In this case this post-processed image is compared with the user sup-
plied label image (equation (50)) and the resulting value is used as a fitness value
for the optimization.

Although the environment for this system is stable in the sense that defects
are always oriented to the running direction of the machine, two Gabor filters are
used by the system in order to attain a modicum of invariance for handling minor
shifts in the orientation and curves of the defect:

Gf (α, F) = G15,15 ∗ max [(α1Gb (α2, ...α6) ∗ F) ,
(α7Gb (α8, ...α12) ∗ F)],

(49)

where αi are the parameters for the filters, F is the source image and G15,15 rep-
resents the Gaussian kernel with a width and height of 15 pixels and a standard
deviation of σ = 3. This smoothing is used in the training phase in order to
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remove spurious and noisy responses, similar to the approach in [KP02].
In order to complete modelling and to provide a fitness function to be op-

timized the resulting image must be compared to the ground truth in the label
image. Various viewpoints for this exists: The simplest case would be to com-
pare some norm between the label images and filtered images, but this penalises
the algorithm for over/undershooting in target and background areas, which is
undesirable. Why to penalize when the algorithm is making a stronger separa-
tion? The second viewpoint is similar and considers label image just as a ground
truth and utilizes measures such as in Section 4.3.4. However directly using ei-
ther of those measurements as an optimization goal will (empirically) result in
an inferior filter. CR can be fooled by a single point of extremely high intensity
in the defect area (or respectively low intensity in the background), which is a
possible result of using weighted filters. For optimization purposes CNR is a
better measure, but it penalizes high separation of defect areas due to increased
standard deviation of the picture; the standard deviations in equation (47) also
change when the ratio of defect-to-background changes. If not suited for direct
optimization, these measures, however, are efficient in evaluating the resulting
filters for the verification of the results obtained by optimization.

In order to give a numerical value for a comparison between the produce
filtering result (S) and label image (L), it is necessary to consider the noise of the
image and the separation, which is realized with the following equation:

sim(S, L) = aσ(D) + bσ(C) + c
√
|μ(D) − μ(C)|, (50)

where μ and σ denote, respectively, the mean and standard deviation of the pixel-
values of the filtered image in a given pixel-coordinate set. The set C is a set
of pixels of filtered image Gf (α, S) that correspond to the area defined as back-
ground in label image L and likewise for the defect area D. The weight factors a,
b, and c determine the preferences of the system and they are empirically deter-
mined for values a = 1, b = 2, and c = −3. Thus, in order to minimize noise in
the filtered image and maximize the separation of defect and the background sim
must be minimized.

Problems of using CR and CNR for the purpose of optimizing filter perfor-
mance are solved by equation (50). This formulation does not explicitly measure
edges of defect as noise and is invariant to relative sizes of objects optimizing
equation. The defect detection system is trained over a set of training pairs in
order to achieve generality. The final fitness value is then counted as the average
performance in each training case:

f (α) =
1
N

N

∑
k=1

sim
(
Gf (α, Sk) , Lk

)
, (51)

where Sk and Lk are kth training and label images in a set containing N im-
ages. This formulation gives rise to a minimization problem that can be solved
with general optimization algorithms. A successful minimization of this problem
yields a real-valued filter that emphasises the defect in such manner that it can be
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segmented by thresholding. The several thresholding methods were compared
for this purpose in the included article [PII] according to [SS04] including Otsu-,
Kittler-Illingworth- and Bernsen methods. However, for this particular problem
with a well defined estimate of background, a simple method has been devel-
oped2: As the histogram of the background seems to empirically follow a rather
normal distribution, the threshold value t can be set according to

t = μ(F) + Kσ(F) + ε,

where μ(F) is the average and σ(F) the standard deviation of the image. Param-
eter K deals with sensitivity of the method: low K will yield lower thresholds.
The value ε provides small tolerance for extreme cases such as bad contrast of
the imaging device. Although usually considered a hindrance, this method has
the benefit of having adjustable sensitivity (important in industrial applications)
with easily understood settings, while being somewhat illumination invariant.

2 Such an obvious solution is most likely used elsewhere, but is not interesting enough to
warrant a name.



5 RESEARCH RESULTS AND INCLUDED ARTICLE
SUMMARY

5.1 Research Framework

The study conducted in this thesis is constructive and experimental in nature.
As per its nature, the field of meta-heuristics is not amenable to highly theoret-
ical work when approaching the algorithms of the highest level of performance
and/or complexity. Also, due to the nature of the methods investigated, the eval-
uation of results remains nontrivial. Many statistical tests would require assump-
tions on distributions of various algorithms’ end results which may or may not
be satisfied by the complex dynamic processes employed. Thus, in the context
of the included papers, minimal assumptions are usually made and the solutions
are mainly compared with two criteria: average end result of the optimization
and standard deviation of sufficient amount of runs. Also, in order to circumvent
the difficult problem of estimating the rate of convergence1, the articles included
follow the convention of visualizing results as average convergence graphs.

The results are supplied with comparative results of other meta-heuristics.
Naturally, the main benchmark for DE based algorithms is the performance of
the plain DE, but to give the reader the proper scale, classical meta-heuristics
are also used. Besides the basic research of determining algorithm efficiencies in
test problems the work consist also of practical application of optimized machine
vision. As is common in machine vision communities [Jah00], there is no ultimate
way of measuring performance of a vision system. As arbitrary but often used
choice, CNR and CR measurements (see Section 4.3.4) are used in article [PII] to
give a numerical validation to what can be seen in the resulting images.

The test problems employed in the papers are a machine vision application,
a motor design problem, and some common test functions. The full set of the test
functions with definitions is included in Table 1.

1 For example, in the usual case we cannot measure the steps required to reach the optimum
in case even a single run fails to do so.
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Generating new test cases by introducing rotation and/or by increasing di-
mensionality of the functions generates problems that are usually much harder to
solve than the original ones and are thus excellent material for algorithmic test-
ing. Rotation is achieved by generating a random orthonormal matrix that is used
to map points in the fitness domain into the rotated one (denoted as R in Table 1).
Rotation turns separable functions into non-separable ones and usually destroys
correlation of fitness values with the axes of coordinate system. Some algorithms
rely upon searching along the axes or diagonals of coordinate systems, so this
will present a harder and possibly more realistic test case.

Dimensionality increases, as this thesis advances, from 10 up to 50 dimen-
sions in order to generate ”hard enough” problems for later algorithms.

5.2 List of included articles

The included articles fall naturally to two distinct groups and they are not chrono-
logically ordered, in order to form a cohesive grouping by the content of the pub-
lications. The application oriented articles ([PI]-[PIV]) are introduced first. These
articles are also essential as a motivator for the rest of the publications ([PV]-
[PIX]) that delve into basic research of memetic algorithms.

The basic research further feeds into refinements to application oriented
publications in form of accumulated knowledge of enhanced parametrization
and coordination schemes, which is detailed in Sections 5.3.3–5.3.4.

The articles start by outlining the vision problem and the memetic approach
and offering numerical results validating the use of the memetic framework in the
context of the problem. The algorithms introduced in this section are Memetic
Differential Evolution (MDE), Enhanced Memetic Differential Evolution (EMDE)
and Super-fit Memetic Differential Evolution (SFMDE). Each is surveyed in detail
for this context, offering performance statistics and conjectures of their behavior.
This part is concluded with an article consisting of a survey of the frameworks
introduced here and their relative performance. Also this article overviews the
various coordination mechanics and fitness diversity based adaptation schemes.

The theoretical group of publications begins with a study of hybridization
in a general context studying the possible benefits from hybridizing DE with local
search algorithms. The rest of the part deals with analyzing the algorithms and
the effect of their adaptation schemes progressing from deterministic coordina-
tion methods to stochastic ones. Stochastic coordination is considered in depth at
[PVII] where the effects of different selections of probability distributions for co-
ordination are studied and compared with the original static solutions presented
before. Also, in this part an algorithm called Fast-Adaptive-Memetic-Algorithm
(FAMA) is studied to analyze generalization of stochastic scheme outside DE
frameworks. FAMA is further studied in the last paper of the set analyzing the
uniform stochastic scheme for adaptation in MAs.
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5.3 Summary of results

5.3.1 A Memetic Differential Evolution in Filter Design for Defect Detection
in Paper Production

This article proposes a Memetic Differential Evolution (MDE) for designing digi-
tal filters which aim at detecting defects of the paper produced during an indus-
trial process. This is the initiating article of this research track, combining basic
level machine vision studies with first attempts to optimize them with a global
optimizer. The application problem of finding the defects is previously described
in Section 4.2.1. The focus of the problem dealt in this paper is about detection of
streak and wrinkle type defects that have traditionally posed difficulties within
industry.

Optimization problem is formulated as the optimization of a set of Gabor
filters as given in Section 4.2.1. The algorithm used to optimize the filter, MDE, is
detailed previously in Section 3.2.1.

The numerical results visualized in the average performance curve in Figure
17 show that the DE framework is efficient for the class of problems under study
and employment of exploitative local searchers is helpful in supporting the DE
explorative mechanism in avoiding stagnation and thus detecting solutions hav-
ing a high performance. The second picture in the figure illustrates the operating
principle of static fitness diversity coordination according to ν measure in action.

In context of the thesis this article lays out the starting point by introducing
the problem formulation of the machine vision experiment as well as in general
sketching the outlines for various memetic DE schemes utilizing a measure of
fitness diversity in coordination of the algorithm.

5.3.2 An Enhanced Memetic Differential Evolution in Filter Design for Defect
Detection in Paper Production

This article proposes an Enhanced Memetic Differential Evolution (EMDE) for
a similar purpose of designing digital filters which aim at detecting defects of
the paper produced during an industrial process. The filter formulation stays
constant from the previous paper and more consideration is given to the actual
optimization algorithm, EMDE, described in Section 3.2.2.

This article includes numerical tests for local searchers in various states of
optimization in the context of the filter design application. These tests indicate
clearly the correct phases and when to apply which searcher.

The numerical results show that the EMDE performs well for the problem
under study and leads to a design of an efficient filter. The comparison with
three standard meta-heuristics in Figure 18a show the effectiveness of the EMDE
in terms of convergence speed, stagnation prevention, and capability in detect-
ing solutions having a high performance. A comparison of the algorithms is pre-
sented in Figure 18. In comparison to DE the previously introduced algorithm
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(a) Performance of MDE

(b) Trend of ν

FIGURE 17 Behaviour of MDE
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MDE is able to reach a better filter design but is slightly slower in reaching a
sufficient performance. EMDE outperforms MDE in terms of convergence speed,
being almost as quick as an ordinary DE yet converging to final values well equiv-
alent to those of MDE. The convergence properties of EMDE can be compared to
other algorithms through the analysis of average ν-measured fitness diversity as
illustrated in Figure 18b. For both DE and MDE the fitness diversity remains
high during the entire run of the algorithm indicating that the search might be
stagnating. EMDE seems more promising in this regard as the fitness diversity is
decreasing systemically to a small value most likely due to the improved control
scheme. The interpretation given in this paper is that this is mainly due to the
stochastic control scheme and to a lesser extent to the shorter runs of the local
searchers. This result can be considered as important as the final performance in
respect to any future work. As a demonstration the behaviour of EMDE, a plot
of search frames, and the corresponding fitness values are provided in Figure 19.
This plot demonstrates the efficiency of local searchers in the middle of the op-
timization run. The x-axis shows which algorithms have been employed at each
step in order to demonstrate their effect on the fitness (y-axis). As can be seen
from the plot, improvements of the fitness tend to take place in the beginning of
the search frames as a new search perspective is applied.

The main contributions towards this thesis come from the introduction of
probabilistic coordination scheme that provides for more efficient and flexible
coordination. We can assume that the model of the filter is nearly exhausted as
far as improvements are concerned and can thus consider the work as ’done’. The
work carried out in this paper lead to further understanding of coordination and
the probabilistic scheme is re-utilized in the subsequent papers.

5.3.3 Super-fit Control Adaptation in Memetic Differential Evolution Frame-
works

This paper presents the Super-Fit Memetic Differential Evolution (SFMDE). This
algorithm employs a DE framework, similar to those introduced in the earlier
papers, hybridized with three meta-heuristics each having different roles and
features. The Particle Swarm Optimization assists DE in the beginning of the
optimization process by helping to generate a super-fit individual. The other two
meta-heuristics are local searchers adaptively coordinated by means of an index
measuring the quality of the super-fit individual with respect to the rest of the
population and a probabilistic scheme resorting to generalized beta distribution.
These two local searchers are the Nelder-Mead and Rosenbrock algorithm. This
paper introduces the asymmetric activation functions for local searchers.

This method is applied to both real-world problems including the aforemen-
tioned filter design problem as well as to electric motor controller optimization
and to test problems. Numerical results show that the DE framework is effi-
cient for the class of problems under study and employment of exploitative lo-
cal searchers is helpful in supporting the DE explorative mechanism in avoiding
stagnation and thus detecting solutions having a high performance.
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(a) Performance of EMDE

(b) Trend of ν

FIGURE 18 Behaviour of EMDE
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FIGURE 19 Demonstration of search behaviour of EMDE. X-axis shows the number of
fitness evaluations and which element of the algorithm was employed at
each step.
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The research includes an analysis of local searcher performance in various
stages of optimization. The performance of various optimizers changes during
the progress of the search. These results justify the adaptation scheme. Also,
convergence plots in Figure 20 show the fact that SFMDE outperforms algorithms
it is tested against in several test functions. The same result can be observed in
the filter design application (Figure 21), in which SFMDE also outperforms the
other algorithms. (This result is included in addition to those presented in the
paper.)

The contribution of this paper is improved local searchers as well as an
asymmetric co-ordination scheme. Relevant to this thesis, the paper also extends
the study of suitability of local search.

5.3.4 Memetic Differential Evolution Frameworks in Filter Design for Defect
Detection in Paper Production

This publication studies and analyzes Memetic Differential Evolution (MDE) fra-
meworks for the aforementioned filter design problem in paper production. This
publication is the convergence point of practical studies, studying and coalescing
the previous articles and further detailing the adaptation process and presenting
larger comparative study of the methods previously introduced. This work can
be considered as an overview of those algorithms.

The introduced algorithms are compared to each other in the context of the
filter design problem. The binomial explorative features of the DE framework in
contraposition to the exploitative features of the local searcher are analyzed in de-
tail in light of the stagnation prevention problem, typical for DE. Much emphasis
is given to the various adaptation systems and to their applicability to this image
processing problem.

The performance of the algorithms in vision problem is plotted in Figure 22.
As can be seen from the results all memetic algorithms tested outperform the clas-
sical methods. As can be seen from the table, MDE and EMDE find almost exactly
the same solution with EMDE attaining slightly higher precision, while the solu-
tions for the rest of the algorithms are considerably different, though the fitness
is nearly the same. It is apparent that SFMDE is faster than other algorithms, pos-
sibly due to more efficient local searchers. Filtered images corresponding to the
best results of the various algorithms are displayed in Figures 23 (images within
training set) and 24 (validation images).

The results indicate progress from unusable filters derived with SA and
ES to nearly usable by DE into practically applicable filters derived by various
*MDEs. This work concludes the filter design problem. The model used is likely
to be exhausted by now and not capable of providing added improvements re-
gardless of the optimization method applied.
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(a) Griewangk function

(b) Michalewicz function

FIGURE 20 Performance of SFMDE over the set of test problems
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(a) Rastrigin function

(b) Schwefel function

FIGURE 20 (continued)
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FIGURE 21 Performance of SFMDE against modern meta-heuristics in the vision prob-
lem

FIGURE 22 Algorithmic performance
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(a) Source image (b) Label image (c) ES (d) SA (e) DE

(f) MDE (g) EMDE (h) SFMDE

FIGURE 23 Best results on a training set image

(a) Source image (b) Label image (c) ES (d) SA

(e) DE (f) MDE (g) EMDE (h) SFMDE

FIGURE 24 Best results on a validation image
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5.3.5 On Memetic Differential evolution Frameworks: A Study of Advantages
and Limitations in Hybridization

This paper aims to study the benefits and limitations in the hybridization of the
DE with local search algorithms. It is of introductory quality by the way that it
allows to conjecture about the efficiency of MDE with respect to DE and in a sense
helps to justify the approach taken in the thesis.

In order to perform this study, the performance of all three memetic algo-
rithms introduced in this thesis are compared against a plain DE with tuned pa-
rameter setting. The algorithms have been tested with common test functions
(described in Section 5.1) which hopefully provide a wide range of landscapes.

The comparative analysis has been performed on a set of various test func-
tions. Numerical results show that the MAs without any extensive parameter
tuning are still competitive with the finely tuned plain DE.

The example performances of various algorithms are shown in Figure 25. It
should also be stressed that empirical tuning of DE is not usually possible in real
world problems. From these figures it can be deduced that neither DE nor any of
the various *MDE schemes strictly dominate the other. In most cases algorithms
have somewhat similar performances, which is a success for those *MDE schemes
since they are competing against the finely tuned DE.

In simple cases, such as De Jong hyperbola, memetic algorithms win simply
by starting the local search in the basin of attraction. In cases such as Ackley,
which contains a strong global basin of attraction and numerous local minimae,
it can be conjectured that local searchers mislead the search by focusing on the
small details of the landscape. However, such focusing may be beneficial, since,
for example in the case of the Rastrigin function, the DE is able, with a suitable
selection of F, to simply move from one equidistant minimae to another. When
a local search finds these minimae, the problem becomes in a sense unimodal as
higher frequency changes in the fitness become irrelevant.

5.3.6 Fitness Diversity Adaptation in Multimeme Algorithms: A Comparative
Study

This publication provides the real starting point for Part II of the papers by tack-
ling the central topic of fitness diversity by comparing three different fitness di-
versity adaptations introduced in Section 3.1 in Multimeme Algorithms. These
diversity indexes have been integrated within a MmA in literature called Fast
Adaptive Memetic Algorithm (FAMA) [CCN+07a].

FAMA is a modified real-encoded genetic algorithm with a variable popu-
lation size, uniform mutation, and local search. Population size, mutation rate,
and activation of local search are controlled by a fitness diversity measurement.
Different measures have been experimented on in the included article [PIX].

Empirically FAMA has a very fast convergence as its name indicates, most
likely due to a high mutation and changing population size which culls bad re-
sults quickly from the population. Also, local search is apt at both exploiting
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(a) *MDE Performance in Rastrigin function

(b) *MDE Performance in Schwefel function

FIGURE 25 Behaviour of *MDEs on various test functions
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(a) *MDE Performance in Ackley function

(b) *MDE Performance in Dejong function

FIGURE 25 (continued)
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the found promising solutions as well as restoring the diversity that is lost by
decreasing the size of a population.

Numerical results in this paper show that it is not possible to establish a
superiority of examined adaptive schemes over the others, and the choice of a
proper adaptation must be made by considering the features of the problem un-
der study. More specifically, ψ measure outperforms the others in the presence of
plateaus or limited range of variability in fitness values and in general appears
as most robust. Adaptation by ν is more proper for landscapes having distant
and strong basins of attraction. On the other hand ξ, despite of its mediocre av-
erage performance can occasionally lead to excellent results. Example plots of
performance2 can be seen in Figure 26, where different algorithms are compared
in three distinct cases.

In the framework of the collected work this article provides for background
on coordination schemes and has a natural continuation in the “Natura Non
Facit Saltus” paper presented next, which further investigates the fitness diver-
sity based coordination schemes.

5.3.7 The “Natura Non Facit Saltus” Principle in Memetic Computing

The nature doesn’t jump. This paper can be seen as a loose continuation to the
previous one. It continues the study of fitness diversity based adaptation and
coordination of local search. For this reason it studies the employment of contin-
uous probability functions instead of step functions for adaptive coordination of
the local search in fitness diversity based MAs. This idea was first presented with
the EMDE algorithm in article [PII].

Two probability distributions are considered in this study: the beta and ex-
ponential distributions. These probability distributions have been tested within
two memetic frameworks, MDE and FAMA (see Section 5.3.6). To compare the
systems, the activation functions plotted in Figures 27 and 28 were tested with
test problems. In this experiment dimensions similar to those in static thresh-
olds were used. However, since control parameter values are not uniformly dis-
tributed, it does not have the same number of local search activations.

Numerical results in the paper show that employment of the probability dis-
tributions can be beneficial and improve the performance of the original Memetic
Algorithms on a set of test functions without varying the balance between the
evolutionary and local search components.

Also, a factor that needs to be emphasized is the benefit of using softer logic
in algorithm design, making it easier and somewhat more flexible to design con-
trol schemes.

5.3.8 Integrating Fitness Diversity Self-Adaptation in Differential Evolution

This included chapter is the final work done on the topic of fitness diversity.
Unlike the previous works in this thesis, it does not deal with a memetic algo-

2 See the original paper for the rest of the results
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(a) Performance of different adaptations on Rastrigin function

(b) Performance of different adaptations on Schwefel function

(c) Performance of different adaptations on Michalewicz function

FIGURE 26 Behaviour of various adaptation schemes with FAMA algorithm
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FIGURE 27 Activation functions for MDE

FIGURE 28 Activation functions for FAMA
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rithm. Instead this work proposes the integration of fitness adaptation techniques
within the parameter setting of DE. Parameters concerning explorative logic and
crossover probability are encoded within each genotype and self-adaptively up-
dated during the evolution by considering the fitness diversity of the entire pop-
ulation and ranking position of the solution under examination. This work holds
it place in this thesis by providing further application and evidence of suitability
of fitness diversity in the field of global optimization. Even though the algorithm
proposed herein does not strictly fall in the category of MDE based algorithms it
is of a close enough resemblance to them.

This work introduces an algorithm called Fitness Diversity Adaptive Differ-
ential Evolution (FDSADE). The algorithm applies φ-measured (See Section 3.1,
equation (42)) fitness diversity in order to properly adapt F and Cr values to the
problem at hand. The algorithm is based on the SACPDE model with two im-
portant changes. Firstly, the control parameter Fi for the ith individual is updated
according to the following schema:

Fi =
{

Fl + Fuu1, if u2 < K (1 − φ),
Fi, otherwise.

(52)

Variables Fl and Fu are control parameters defining the upper and lower
limits for F. A comparison of the performance has been conducted by considering
a standard DE as well as modern DE based algorithms.

The Cr values for individuals are adapted with the same logic:

CRi =
{

u3, if u4 < K (1 − φ)
CRi, otherwise

(53)

where K is the maximal update probability of the parameters. The algorithm
works by the idea that in a high diversity condition (φ ≈ 1) one should try to
exploit the current parameter setting while in a low diversity conditions the al-
gorithm should try to find a new set of working parameters. This logic is similar
to that expressed before in the context of local search activation with MDE style
algorithms.

Numerical results achieved in this work (see Figures 29-30) show that the
proposed approach seems promising for some fitness landscapes and still com-
petitive with modern algorithms in other cases in both low (30) dimensional and
relatively high (100) dimensional test cases. In most cases the proposed self-
adaptation is helpful in terms of algorithmic performance.

5.3.9 A Fast Randomized Memetic Algorithm in Highly Multi-modal Problems

The last paper is a lighter work studying the ultimate end of stochasticity in fit-
ness diversity based adaptation. Previous papers have gone from static coordi-
nation ([PI]) to stochastic one ([PII]) and as the last publication of the series this
one studies the effects of applying a completely stochastic scheme without any
diversity based or other kind of adaptation.
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(a) FDSADE Performance in dropwave function of 30 dimensions

(b) FDSADE Performance in Michalewicz function of 30 dimensions

FIGURE 29 Behaviour of FDSADE on 30 dimensional test functions
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(a) FDSADE Performance in dropwave function of 100 dimensions

(b) FDSADE Performance in Michalewicz function of 100 dimensions

FIGURE 30 Behaviour of FDSADE on 100 dimensional test functions
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This paper proposes a Fast Randomized Memetic Algorithm (FRMA) for
handling multi-modalities in fitness landscapes. The FRMA is derived from FA-
MA (introduced in [PV]), by removing the fitness diversity control scheme and
replacing it with a pure random solution.

Numerical results show, for example, in the convergence plots included in
Figure 31, that for a set of test functions the FRMA outperforms popular meta-
heuristics, often implemented for multi-modal problems. Comparison with adap-
tive memetic algorithms employing the same algorithmic components highlights
the FRMA’s high performance in terms of both convergence velocity and final
solution detected. It can be conjectured that this is mostly due to the structure of
FAMA and FRMA algorithms which incorporate changing population size and
highly exploitative nature. When the control value fluctuates the algorithm dis-
cards a large part of the population, exploits the solutions that remain and yet
again increases the population size in order to re-introduce diversity. It is possi-
ble that this scheme is non-optimal if the algorithm remains in one stage for too
long, which can happen with a static control scheme utilized by various FAMA al-
gorithms. Applying randomness in this process avoids this and gives additional
empirical evidence towards the use of a stochastic control scheme.
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(a) Rastrigin

(b) Schwefel

FIGURE 31 Comparison with ξ−, ψ− and ν− FAMA
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(a) Michalewicz

FIGURE 31 (continued)



6 CONCLUSIONS

In this work nine papers on subjects of memetic computation, adaptation and fit-
ness diversity have been presented. The biggest contribution is the introduction
of the memetic differential evolution -family of algorithms. In the included pa-
pers it has been verified as a good solution for various optimization problems.
More importantly, its underlying ideas have been tested, and all the tests provide
strong evidence for this style of algorithm design which hopefully will outlast
the described methods. The machine vision problem described in this work has
been mostly solved, but lacks rigorous testing within the industry. In the authors’
view it provides the first steps of a future way of solving these problems – not by
human engineering but by automatic processes.

Some general conjectures can be made in addition to those given in the ar-
ticles about the performance of various algorithms introduced: DE is quite sen-
sitive to parameter setting and performs in a non-optimal way when the dimen-
sionality of the problems increases. Also, a strong dependency of parameter set-
ting can be seen in the studies conducted. The parameter setting is an active
problem area but it seems that the memetic approaches used alleviate both of
these problems in a considerable degree.

The work will continue on the topic of optimization and focus more strictly
on modern adaptive schemes and novel local searchers, replacing old methods
used in these papers. The general philosophy derived from this work favours
stochastic control schemes and randomness. This development will be critical
when progressing to problems of high dimensions (more than 100 parameter
problems) and possibly even in noisy cases. Possible future work will involve
both problems of a large scale dimension and multi-objective adaptations of these
algorithms.



YHTEENVETO (FINNISH SUMMARY)

Työ koostuu erilaisten memeettisten optimointimenetelmien soveltamisesta ja nii-
den suunnittelusta. Optimointimenetelmät, joita tässä työssä käytetään, koostu-
vat pääasiassa differentiaalievoluutiosta ja siitä edelleen kehitetyistä memeetti-
sistä algoritmeista. Tällaiset menetelmät ovat saavuttaneet suosiota akateemisis-
sa piireissä ja jalansijaa teollisuudessa. Ne ovat erityisen ajankohtaisia kasvavan
laskentatehon ja hankalammiksi muuttuvien ongelmien piirissä.

Tämä työ käsittelee myös paperinvalmistukseen liittyvää vianilmaisuongel-
maa. Vianilmaisu on haastava ongelma, jossa on erittäin tiukat reaaliaikavaati-
mukset. Tästä johtuen työssä ei voida soveltaa monimutkaisia ja laskennallisesti
raskaita malleja, vaan sen sijaan ongelma on muotoiltu perinteisen suodinmal-
lin kautta optimointitehtäväksi, joka ratkaistaan tehokkailla laskennallisesti älyk-
käillä menetelmillä, kuten memeettisillä algoritmeilla. Työ on tuottanut lupaavia
tuloksia sekä yksittäisessä konenäköongelmassa että optimointimenetelmien ke-
hityksessä.



ERRATA

• Gabor filter formula in papers ([PI, PIV]) contains an error. See Section 4.4,
equation (49), for correction.

• Super-fit Control Adaptation, p. 6, "The procedure is repeated until a bud-
get condition is not exceeded", "The procedure is repeated until a budget
condition is exceeded".

• In article [PVII] the bounds for local searcher activation in text do not match
ones in the picture. (Text is wrong). This is carried over from a article [PI]
which also has this flaw.

• In [PIII], pseudo-code in Figure 6 lacks normalization for the function de-
scribing probability of LS activation. Refer to text in [PIII] for clarification.

• Paper [PII] contradicts itself by stating "can be used in real-time conditions
without cost of extra hardware components." This is intended to mean ex-
tra hardware components in addition to specialized detection hardware de-
scribed earlier.
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